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ABSTRACT 

In this research, the behavior of AA2099 and AA6061 aluminum alloys under quasi-

static and dynamic mechanical loading conditions was examined. The effects of temper 

condition on the dynamic response of both alloys were investigated as well as the 

microstructural evolution associated with the formation of adiabatic shear bands in these 

alloys. Cylindrical specimens of the alloys were solutionized at 540 ºC for 2 h, water 

quenched, cold worked (T8) and then followed by natural aging, one-step artificial aging 

or two-step artificial aging to produce different temper conditions. Quasi-static 

compression, microhardness, direct impact and dynamic torsion tests were thereafter 

conducted on the aged specimens. 

Microhardness and quasi-static compression test results showed that strain hardening 

prior to precipitation hardening increased deformation resistance in AA2099 alloy, but it 

made no difference in the deformation resistance of precipitation-hardened AA6061 

alloy. The two-step aged AA2099 alloy showed higher deformation resistance compared 

to the one-step aged or naturally aged alloy. Although AA2099 alloy showed superior 

mechanical properties under quasi-static loading, the reverse was observed under 

dynamic mechanical loading at high strain rates. Both direct impact and dynamic torsion 

test results showed that AA2099 and AA6061 failed by adiabatic shear band formation 

at high strain rates. Under dynamic shock loading conditions, strain hardening prior to 

precipitation hardening reduced the deformation resistance of AA2099 alloy but 

increased that of AA6061. The higher strength of the naturally aged AA2099 compared 

to the one-step aged alloy and the higher strength observed in one-step aged than in the 

two-step aged alloy indicated that precipitation of second phase particles promoted 

adiabatic shear banding in AA2099 alloy. 

The results of optical and scanning electron microscopy showed that depending on the 

temper condition and strain rates, both deformed and transformed shear bands formed in 
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the two alloys under dynamic shock loading. While dissolution of second-phase 

particles occurred inside the shear bands formed in AA2099, very fine equi-axed grains 

of average size of 620 nm were observed inside the transformed bands of AA6061 alloy. 

Intense localized thermal softening led to the dissolution of the reinforcing second-phase 

particles, causing reduction in the deformation resistance and promoting shear strain 

localization in AA2099 alloy. Investigation of the transformed band in AA6061-T6 

alloy using synchrotron light radiation at the Canadian Light Source showed the 

presence of less silicon inside the transformed band than in the region adjacent to the 

shear band. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

AA2099 is a commercial aluminum-lithium alloy belonging to the Al-Li-Mg-Cu-Zr 

alloy system. It is used extensively for aerospace applications owing to its low density, 

high specific modulus, and excellent fatigue, cryogenic and toughness properties. It also 

exhibits other desirable properties such as superior machinability, formability and 

surface finish. As a result of its excellent mechanical properties, AA2099 aluminum 

alloy can find very useful applications such as in statically and dynamically loaded 

fuselage structures, lower wing stringers, and stiffness dominated designs [1].  The high 

specific strength of AA2099 aluminum alloy makes it the preferred material over other 

alloys in the AA 2000, 6000, and 7000 series for high performance aerospace 

applications. Lithium as an alloying element significantly alters the mechanical 

properties and density of traditional aluminum alloys developed for the same purpose. 

The introduction of 1% lithium to aluminum decreases the specific weight of aluminum 

alloys by 3% and simultaneously raises the modulus of elasticity by 6% compared to 

other aluminum alloys [2,3]. Similarly, AA6061 aluminum alloy is a multipurpose Al-

Mg-Si-Cu alloy and is the most widely used in the AA6000 series of aluminum alloys. 

Due to its medium to high strength, good fracture toughness and excellent corrosion 

resistance, it finds useful applications in automotive parts such as wheels and panels [4-

8]. 
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1.2 Motivation 

The AA2099 aluminum alloy has been adequately studied under quasi-static loading 

conditions. Since component made from AA2099 can also be exposed to dynamic 

impact loading in service, it is important to understand the damage evolution in this 

alloy under dynamic mechanical loading at high strain rates. A typical example of 

impact damage is the case of bird strikes on wing and fuselage structures of aircraft. An 

example of birds capable of causing serious damage to aircraft is the Canadian goose 

which weighs up to 10 kg. Although few human deaths have been associated with bird 

strikes, there has however been considerable economic cost in terms of aircraft 

downtime per year. These wing and fuselage structures of aircraft can suffer huge 

damage during the collision with a bird during take-off or landing. Another example of 

impact damage is the massive damage to overhead panels, wheels and aluminum alloy 

engine blocks in automobiles during collision. There has been some previous work on 

dynamic impact response of Aluminum 6061-T6 alloy. However, the effects of temper 

condition on damage evolution in the alloy have not been fully investigated. 

Materials deformation and failure behaviour under massive and rapid loading conditions 

typical of high strain rate is different from deformation under quasi-static loading. For 

example, during massive deformation of a metal under impact loading by a projectile, 

nearly 90% of the kinetic energy of the projectile is converted to heat [9]. This heat is 

retained along some paths, causing localized adiabatic heating along these paths. At 

such high strain rates, which can be in excess of 10
3
 s

-1
, shear strain localization 

characterizes the plastic deformation process. Deformation then becomes localized 

along narrow paths known as adiabatic shear bands (ASBs). These bands act as 

precursors to catastrophic failure of materials at high strain rates by promoting initiation 

of cracks and providing crack propagation paths. Due to the risk associated with impact 

damage, there is the need to study the damage response of both AA2099 and AA6061 

aluminum alloys when subjected to dynamic mechanical loading.  
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1.3 Research Objectives 

The main objectives of this research were:  

1. To investigate the mechanical behaviour of AA2099 and AA6061 alloys under 

quasi-static and high strain-rate loading. 

2. To investigate the effects of temper conditions on shear strain localization and 

the occurrence of adiabatic shear bands in the alloys at high strain rates. 

3. To investigate the microstructural evolution associated with the formation of 

adiabatic shear bands as influenced by temper conditions. 

1.4 Methodology 

To achieve the stated research objectives, cylindrical samples machined from as-

received samples of AA2099-T8 and AA6061-T6 aluminum alloys were subjected to 

various heat treatment processes to create different temper conditions. The temper 

conditions developed in AA2099 were T4, T61, T62, T81 and T82. The ‘1’ in T61 and 

T81 tempers indicates the temper condition realized through one-step artificial aging 

process. The ‘2’ in T62 and T82 tempers indicate the temper condition realized through 

two-step artificial aging process. The study of age hardening in aluminum-lithium alloys 

showed that better mechanical properties were achieved when a two-step aging process 

was used [10,11]. The temper conditions developed in AA6061 were T4 and T8. The as-

received temper condition for AA2099 is T8 while the as-received temper condition for 

AA6061 alloys is T6. Both AA2099 and AA6061 alloy specimens in these temper 

conditions were then subjected to microhardness test, quasi-static compression test, 

direct impact test and dynamic torsion test. The microstructures of the alloys before and 

after impact were investigated using optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM).  
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1.5 Thesis Arrangement 

Chapter two of this thesis contains a brief literature review on deformation of materials, 

the causes of strain localization in engineering materials and the failure of materials due 

to adiabatic shear band formation. Chapter three discusses the materials, equipment and 

experimental methods. Chapter four presents and discusses the results from the 

mechanical test and the microstructural evaluations conducted in chapter three. In 

chapter five, the conclusions drawn from the analysis of obtained results and 

recommendations for future work are outlined.  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter provides a brief summary of deformation of engineering materials at low 

and high strain rates, the formation and types of adiabatic shear bands, the occurrence of 

adiabatic shear bands in aluminum alloys, steels and other non-ferrous materials. Factors 

affecting shear band formation, mechanisms leading to adiabatic shear band formation 

as well as adiabatic shear failure will also be briefly reviewed. 

2.1 Deformation of Materials 

Ductile materials under mechanical loading conditions undergo elastic and permanent 

(plastic) deformation before failure. During elastic deformation, deformation is uniform 

and recoverable when the load is removed. When the elastic limit is exceeded, the 

deformation becomes permanent (plastic) and it is not recoverable when the load is 

removed. In the first stage of plastic deformation, the metal strain hardens due to 

dislocation interactions until a point of maximum stress is reached. The second stage of 

plastic deformation however depends on the type of applied mechanical load, which 

may be fatigue, creep, impact, quasi-static tensile or compressive loading. Plastic 

deformation under quasi-static loading (strain rates ranging between 10
-5

 to 10
-1

/s) 

occurs by slip and twinning mechanisms and failure are usually preceded by necking 

(for tensile loading) and buckling (for compression loading). Mechanisms of plastic 

deformation at elevated temperature (creep) include diffusion creep, dislocation creep, 

dislocation glide and grain boundary sliding depending on the exposure temperature and 

applied stress. Cyclic softening or cyclic hardening leading to formation of dislocation 

cell structures are known to be associated with fatigue loading. This study focuses on 

plastic deformation under dynamic shock loading such as ballistic impact, which is a 

very complex phenomenon that is dependent on several materials and loading variables. 
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Deformation and failure of metallic alloys under dynamic shock loading (high strain 

rates) will be the focus of this literature review. 

2.2 Deformation at High Strain Rates 

Deformation of metals under dynamic shock loading usually occurs at strain rates above 

10
3
/s and are known to be characterized by shear strain localizations. An example of this 

is massive deformation of a material impacted by a high velocity projectile. In this case, 

only about 10% of the striking projectile’s kinetic energy is used in deforming the 

material while the rest is converted into thermal energy [9]. Because this thermal energy 

is not conducted away along some narrow regions, localized adiabatic heating can occur 

in these narrow regions thereby creating thermo-mechanical instability which cause 

shear strain localization. This was first identified by Zener and Hollomon as the primary 

cause of shear strain localization [12].  This shear strain localization occurs when 

strength loss from work softening along these bands becomes greater than the strength 

increase due to work hardening [13]. During work softening, dislocations realign and 

annihilate each other thereby allowing a continuous deformation of the material [14]. 

The microstructural changes involved in work softening can either be dynamic recovery 

or dynamic recrystallization. Intensive localized thermal softening causes stress collapse 

and shear strain localization along narrow paths. These paths of extreme shear strain 

localization are known as adiabatic shear bands (ASBs).  

Deformed bands and transformed bands are the two known types of adiabatic shear 

bands. Deformed bands are commonly observed in non-ferrous alloys such as copper, 

titanium and aluminum alloys [15-17] and contain distorted grains while transformed 

bands are common in hardened steels [18-21] and they contain very fine equi-axed 

grains. The transformed bands are also called white etching bands due to their white 

appearance when viewed under an optical microscope. Apart from steels, transformed 

bands have also been observed in some aluminum alloys such as weldalite, 7075, and 

8090 [22-24]. Adiabatic shear bands are however not only observed in metals but in also 

in polymers [25], ceramics [26] and composites [27-29]. These adiabatic shear bands act 

as precursors to catastrophic failure of materials at high strain rates by promoting 
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initiation of cracks and providing crack propagation paths. The failure that is preceded 

and caused by the occurrence of adiabatic shear band is termed adiabatic shear failure.  

Microstructure of adiabatic shear bands range from highly elongated grains in deformed 

bands, to equi-axed subgrains possessing a high degree of misorientation or very fine 

recrystallized grains in transformed bands [30]. Several mechanisms such as phase 

transformation, dynamic recrystallization, grain elongation and fragmentation, 

dislocation re-distribution and patterning have been suggested to explain the ultra-fine 

grain structure of transformed bands [31-34]. 

2.3 Adiabatic Shear Bands in Aluminum Alloys 

Several aluminum alloys have been observed to experience adiabatic shear failure at 

high strain rates with both deformed and white etching bands reported in these alloys 

[15,17,22-24]. High purity aluminum alloy when cold rolled clearly shows an adiabatic 

shear band consisting of parallel streaks which appear transverse and wavy along the 

rolling direction [35]. The same wavy structure is observed in the shear band of high 

purity aluminum-lithium alloy such as 1460T [36]. The shear band formed in 2090 

aluminum alloy is observed to contain heavily elongated grains and forming coarse 

particles along grain boundaries [15,37]. In 2024 aluminum alloy, low rolling strain 

generates shear bands confined within grains and high rolling strain generates shear 

band traversing more than one grain were observed [38]. Transformed band in weldalite 

has been observed to contain very fine equi-axed grains with average grain size of 

0.2 m. [22,37]. In AA3004 aluminum alloy, shear band are observed to contain 

elongated cells in the shear direction [39]. A study on shear band formation in AA5182 

and AA5754 both reveal heavily distorted grain structure [40-44].  Heavily distorted 

grains structure are also observed in the shear band formed in AA6061 aluminum alloy 

[17,27,45]. In AA7039 aluminum alloy, a heavily deformed matrix reveals the presence 

of shear band containing highly elongated grain structure [46]. In AA7075 aluminum 

alloy, shear bands are observed to contain highly distorted and fine equi-axed grains 

[23,47]. In AA8090 aluminum alloy, very fine equi-axed grains have been observed in 

the microstructure of the transformed shear bands [24].  
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When alumina particles are added to reinforce AA6061-T6 aluminum alloy [27], the 

reinforcing alumina particles tend to be closely packed inside the observed shear band. 

The deformation only occurred within the aluminum matrix, leaving the alumina particle 

unfragmented. When TiB2 is added to reinforce aluminum [28], a special type of shear 

band observed as melted aluminum band was observed. This melted aluminum band is 

seen to be much narrower than a typical deformed band. This melted aluminum matrix 

is observed to surround the reinforcing TiB2 particles. In AA2124 alloy reinforced with 

SiCw whiskers [48], shear band was observed at whisker content of about 7%. The 

whisker tends to align with the direction of deformation. Increasing the whisker content 

to about 20% reduces the tendency of adiabatic shear band formation. Love et al. [49] 

observed adiabatic shear band formation in particle reinforced aluminum matrix 

composites and reported that its propagation is not affected by debonding between the 

matrix and particles. In general, it can be concluded that deformed bands in aluminum 

alloys contain heavily distorted grain structure while transformed bands contains very 

fine equi-axed grain structure. As a result of these very fine equi-axed grains, adiabatic 

shear bands tend to possess higher hardness compared to the surrounding matrix. They 

act as the precursor for failure at high strain rates. 

2.4 Adiabatic Shear Bands in Other Materials 

Non-ferrous alloys other than aluminum alloys have also shown the occurrence of 

adiabatic shear failure at high strain rates. Deformed band containing grains with high 

degree of reorientation was reported in pure copper [16].  In Ti-3Al-5Mo-4.5V titanium 

alloy [50], transformed band was observed and it contained refined and elongated grains 

along the shear direction. Shear bands formed in Ta-10 W tantalum alloy [51] were 

reported to contain highly elongated dislocation cells along the direction of shear stress. 

In polymers such as polyurethane foam [25], polycarbonate and polymethylmethacrylate 

[14], localized adiabatic heating associated with shear ductile failure occurred thereby 

leading to adiabatic shear failure.  

In steels, both deformed and transformed bands have been observed in numerous 

studies. Deformed bands usually appear as distorted grain while transformed bands 
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usually appear as fine equi-axed structure. A study by Meyers et al. [52] on low carbon 

steels showed the formation of deformed bands in AISI 1018 steel and transformed 

bands in AISI 8620 steel. The structure of the deformed band in AISI 1018 steel appears 

lamellae. The darker region of the deformed band contains highly deformed pearlite and 

the lighter regions deformed ferrite. The transformed band observed in AISI 8620 is 

reported common to martensitic and bainitic steels. The shear band nucleates in regions 

where martensitic lamellae align themselves along the flow direction. A study on 

JIS SS400 steel reveal a shear band containing highly elongated narrow subgrains 

extending along the shear direction [53]. Investigation of the transformed band in 

armoured steel by Derep [54] reveals the presence of ferrites, iron carbides and 

martensites with sizes below 300 nm inside the transformed band. The study of 

transformed band by Sunwoo et al. [55] reveal diffuse shear band formation in both as-

received and heat treated AerMet-100 alloy. The transformed band in the hard as-

received sample originally containing martensitic structure with randomly spherical 

inclusions reveal a shear band with a width of 1 m. The soft heat treated sample 

containing martensite and carbides reveal a diffuse shear band with width ranging from 

1.5 – 5 m. No phase transformation was reported in this alloy. Such types of diffuse 

shear bands have also been observed in soft and hard AISI 4340 steel [56].  Report by 

Roessig et al. [17] on adiabatic shear localization in 1018 steel reveal deformed band 

with a width of 200 m. A similar width of deformed band was mentioned by 

Giovaniola et al. [57]. Marchand and Duffy [58] deduced a relationship between the 

width of the shear band (w) and the strain within the shear band LOC in HY 100 steel as 

follows: 

        …………………………………………………………………………(2.0) 

where a and b are constants. In HY-100 steel, a is 125.8 and b is -0.867. 

2.5 Factors Affecting Adiabatic Shear Band Formation 

The temperature reached inside a shear band during impact loading is estimated using 

the equation below [31]. 
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⁄ …………………………………….…………………(2.1) 

Where To is the room temperature, Cv is heat capacity and Wp is specific work of 

deformation [31] and is given by the area under the stress-strain curve. Thus, 

   ∫    .……………………………………………….……………...…….(2.2) 

From equation 2.2, increase in both applied stress and strain rate increases the specific 

work of deformation. An increase in specific work of deformation leads to an increase in 

temperature and hence the tendency for adiabatic shear band formation. It has been 

observed that there exists a critical strain and strain rate value for adiabatic shear band to 

occur [24,31]. From Equation 2.1, increase in density and heat capacity also reduces the 

tendency for adiabatic shear band formation. Other factors affecting shear band 

formation are conductivity, geometry, surface friction, microstructure, defects, strain 

hardening coefficient, confining hydrostatic pressure, strength level [59].  

In geometrical imperfections such as notch, high temperatures that are likely to develop 

around the notch and accelerate the formation of adiabatic shear band [59]. These shear 

bands are observed to initiate first at the notch tip [60-62] after which crack initiates at 

the shear band initiation site and then propagates along the shear band to failure. The 

elastic energy generated at the tip of the shear band as a result of stress collapse 

contributes to the crack propagation process [62]. Zhou et al. [61] reported the failure 

mode transition from ductile shear banding to brittle cracking at an intermediate impact 

velocity of 45 m s
-1

 in C-300 steel. When the velocity increased above 45 m s
-1

, the 

C-300 steel experienced ductile shear failure but when it was below 45 m s
-1

, brittle 

failure occurred. Li et al. [63] studied the influence of specimen geometry on the 

sensitivity of shear localization. He investigated three models of truncated-conic 

specimens with different ratios of the height to the diameter upon impact. In model 1 

with 10 mm height, 5 mm upper cone diameter and 7 mm lower cone diameter, 

deformation was localized at the top right corner of the cone but no adiabatic shear band 
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was observed. In model 2 with 4 mm height, 8 mm upper cone diameter and 10 mm 

lower cone diameter, shear band was observed. In model 3 with 2 mm height, 8 mm 

upper cone diameter and 10 mm lower cone diameter, shear band was observed. This 

means reducing height and increasing diameter of the cone increases the tendency to 

form adiabatic shear band. Increasing the coefficient of friction between the upper 

surface of the specimen and the impacting surface from 0.02 to 0.10, a distinct shear 

band appears at the right hand corner in model 1 while the shear band in model 3 

disappears. This change in friction coefficient however does not affect model 2. To 

determine the tendency of brittle materials to form adiabatic shear bands, the material 

must be enclosed in a ring to prevent early failure. The hydrostatic pressure generated 

when a cylindrical brittle sample is enclosed in a ring before impact has been observed 

to postpone the onset of adiabatic shear band formation thereby delaying its propagation 

and slowing down the failure mechanism [59]. The effect of impurity or reinforcement 

in alloys has already been discussed earlier. 

2.6 Adiabatic Shear Band Initiation Mechanisms 

The possible shear band initiation mechanisms (Fig 2.1) observed in single phase 

homogeneous materials [42,64] are (a) grain size inhomogeneity, (b) geometrical 

softening, (c) Peirce-Asaro-Needleman textural localization [65,66] and/or (d) 

dislocation pile up release [67]. Due to varying distribution of grain sizes in an alloy, a 

low yield stress (1) is generated in a large sized grains compared to a smaller sized 

grains (2). Such grains with large sizes tend to deform preferentially and then possibly 

act as an initiation site for adiabatic shear band [42,64] (Fig 2.1a). Geometrical softening 

[64] can occur as a result of grain rotation leading to localised softening and initiation of 

shear bands (Fig 2.1b). When the schmid factor increases in a grain with plastic 

deformation, localised deformation of the grain can result in extended strain-localised 

band through cooperative plastic deformation of grains (Fig 2.1c). This was earlier 

reported by Pierce et al. [65]. When dislocation pile-up suddenly forcefully cuts through 

a grain boundary, an increase in temperature as well as plastic deformation can occur. 

The softening effect of the temperature rise and the plastic deformation can help initiate 

shear bands (Fig 2.1d).  
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Figure 2.1. Possible shear band initiation mechanisms in single-phase homogeneous 

materials. (a) grain-size inhomogeneity, (b) geometrical softening, (c) Peirce-Asaro-

Needleman textural localization and (d) dislocation pile-up release [adapted from 

references 42 and 64]. 

2.7 Mechanisms of Adiabatic Shear Band Formation 

Several theories have been suggested to explain the mechanism of formation and 

propagation of adiabatic shear bands in structural materials. These include; phase 

transformation, dynamic recrystallization, grain elongation and fragmentation, 

dislocation re-distribution and patterning [31-34]. 
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2.7.1 Phase Transformation  

It has been suggested that temperature rise that may cause austenitic transformation can 

occur inside transformed bands in steels. The austenite formed inside the shear band is 

proposed to be rapidly quenched by the materials adjacent to the shear band forming 

untempered martensite [31,68-70]. The white colour of the transformed band in steel has 

been attributed to this phase transformation. Such phase transformation is not observed 

in deformed band. Some researchers [18,71,72] have apparently disagreed with the 

suggested austenite-to-martensite transformation taking place during the formation of 

white etching ASBs observed in steels. Lesuer et al. [18] observed the presence of 

pearlite, ferrite and cementite in transformed band formed in ultra-high carbon steel 

containing 1.3% carbon. This observation is contrary to the already proposed 

austenite-to-martensite transformation. A maximum temperature of about 600ºC was 

observed when measuring the temperature distribution inside the transformed bands of 

HY-100 steel [71] and AISI 4340 steel [72]. Since this temperature is less than the 

austenitizing temperature in both HY-100 steel (922 ºC) and AISI 4340 steel (830 ºC), 

the transformation to austenite phase can be questioned. Without this transformation, no 

martensite can be formed. Baofa et al. [13] reported that during shear band formation, a 

large austenite may remain in the bulk matrix but none is present inside the shear band. 

This has however been proven wrong in some studies. The presence of untransformed 

austenite was observed in some adiabatic shear band by Chou et al. [73], which was 

reported to be a consequence of a reverse martensitic transformation reaction during 

localized adiabatic heating [70,73].  

As discussed earlier that adiabatic shear bands provide crack initiation sites and crack 

propagation path, steel with already formed adiabatic shear bands will fail 

catastrophically upon subsequent loading. Post-impact heat treatment such as annealing 

of 4340 steel by Odeshi et al. [19] was observed to reverse the microstructural changes 

which occurred inside adiabatic shear bands. The white etching bands changed and 

appeared similar to the bulk material when viewed under an optical microscope. The 

location previously occupied by white etching  band and the bulk material had similar 

hardness values. 
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2.7.2 Grain Elongation and Fragmentation 

This is one of the mechanisms that have been put forward by some researchers [20,34] 

to explain the fine equi-axed grains inside transformed band in steel and is schematically 

presented in Figure 2.2. The process of grain elongation and fragmentation (Fig 2.2) first 

involves the elongation and alignment of grains parallel to the direction of deformation. 

The elongated grains are continuously deformed in the shear flow direction. The 

elongated grains subsequently become partitioned by transverse cell walls through 

dislocation movement under high hydrostatic pressure and shear stress leading to the 

formation of equi-axed cellular structures [20,34]. This mechanism is attributed to the 

fragmentation of lamellae and densely packed cementite along shear direction observed 

by Chen et al. [34]. 

 

Figure 2.2. Typical schematic illustration of grain elongation and fragmentation 

mechanism (a) original pearlitic structure, (b) Reorientation and elongation of cementite 

in shear direction, (c) Cell walls formed on the elongated grains by dislocation 

movement under high hydrostatic pressure and shear stress, (d) Fragmentation of 

lamellae and densely packed spheroidization of the cementite in shear direction [adapted 

from reference 34]. 
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2.7.3 Dynamic Recovery and Dynamic Recrystallization 

Recovery 

Recovery is the earliest onset of re-arrangement of dislocation within the cold worked 

material at elevated temperature, where some restoration of the original structure and 

some physical properties may occur through annihilation and spatial re-arrangement of 

dislocations. It is called recovery because it describes the processes that lead to the 

recovery of mechanical properties on heating a deformed metal. The two main types of 

recovery mechanisms are static recovery and dynamic recovery. Static recovery is a type 

of recovery that is reliant on the heating of an existing deformed microstructure. 

Dynamic recovery is a type of recovery that occurs during deformation, particularly at 

elevated temperatures. After recovery, grains keep their original shapes meaning that the 

decrease in internal energy is not as a result of any change in grain boundary areas. 

Dynamic recovery (DRV) 

During the initial stages of deformation, an increase in flow stress occurs as dislocations 

interact and multiply. But, as the dislocation density increases, the driving force for 

recovery and rate of recovery increases. A microstructure of low angle boundaries and 

sub-grains develops. At a certain strain, the rates of work hardening and recovery reach 

a dynamic equilibrium. The dislocation density remains constant and steady state flow 

stress is obtained. Some sub-grain growth occurs. Within the subgrains, the processes of 

work hardening and recovery lead to continuous formation of low angle boundaries and 

to a constant density of unbound or "free" dislocations within the sub-grains. During 

deformation at strain rates larger than approximately 1 s
−1

, the heat generated by the 

work of deformation cannot be removed from the specimen and the temperature of the 

specimen rises during deformation [74,75]. 

In dynamic recovery mechanism, dislocations first begin to tangle leading to the 

formation of dislocation cells. These dislocation cells then begin to undergo dislocation 

annihilation via two mechanisms. The first mechanism being the annihilation of 

dislocations with opposite sign but having equivalent Burgers vector and the second 
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mechanism is Polygonisation. Polygonisation is the re-arrangement of dislocations 

either by glide and climbs (edge dislocations) or cross slip (screw dislocations). Such 

polygonization is also found as a function of time in static recovery (SRV) but at a much 

lower, declining rate as driven by substructure stress fields whereas dynamic recovery 

(DRV) is driven by constant applied stress or strain rate [76]. After annihilation, the 

formation of subgrains and its subsequent growth occurs. For the subgrains to migrate, 

atomic diffusions are needed. This readily occurs in regions where the crystal structure 

of the metal is disturbed. Hence, as sub-grain mobility increases, misorientation also 

increases. The sub-grains tend to also rotate by grain boundary diffusional processes 

until adjacent grains are of similar rotation. The two sub-grains coalesce to form a large 

grain with little boundary migration. The driving force for the grain rotation process is 

the reduction in the total gain boundary area and grain boundary energy. After sub-grain 

coalescence, the growth process begins through the process of sub-grain coarsening. The 

sub-grain coarsening helps to reduce the stored energy of the recovered sub-structure by 

reduction in total sub-grain boundary energy. During coarsening, small sub-grains will 

be consumed by larger ones and the overall sub-grain size will increase. Subgrain 

coarsening is a thermally activated process and requires both glide and climb of 

dislocations. This process is accelerated by increasing temperature. The driving force for 

sub-grain growth arises from the energy stored in the sub-grain structure [77 – 80].  

Recrystallization 

In contrast to recovery (static or dynamic), which occurs uniformly throughout the 

microstructure, recrystallization involves the nucleation and growth of strain free grains 

in certain areas of the material, which grow to consume the deformed or recovered 

microstructure. It entails how a heavily deformed microstructure transforms into one 

with new, strain and dislocation free grains. Recrystallization can be divided into static 

and dynamic recrystallization. In static recrystallization, the microstructure develops 

subsequent to deformation but in dynamic recrystallization, the recrystallized 

microstructure develops simultaneously with deformation. Static recrystallization 

process is divided into two stages; First stage is the nucleation of new strain free grains 
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and the second stage is grain growth during which new grains replace the deformed 

metal. 

Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) 

In dynamic recrystallization, new grains containing lower dislocation density are formed 

along initial grain boundaries. Derby et al. [81] broadly classifies the mechanism into 

either migrational or rotational type of dynamic recrystallization. Bailey and Hirsch [82] 

proposed a recrystallization mechanism called strain induced boundary migration 

(SIBM). Here, recrystallization tends to occur due to differences in dislocation density 

across an existing high-angle grain boundary particularly in a cold worked metal. The 

strain energy difference as a result of the driving force causes a portion of the high angle 

grain boundary to migrate into the subgrain with the higher dislocation density. As the 

high-angle boundary cuts across the deformed structure, dislocations are eliminated 

thereby producing strain-free nucleus which will continue to grow through 

grain-boundary migration. Due to the temperature rise inside shear band and the short 

time associated with it, the migrational mechanism alone cannot occur either in 

deformation or cooling and cannot be used to the formation of the recrystallized 

structure [26]. Therefore, there is the need to find alternative explanations. Another 

recrystallization mechanism involving subgrain coalescence was suggested [83,84]. 

Unlike in SIBM, subgrains are formed. These subgrains rotate to form creating larger 

subgrains through the process of eliminating the unfavorable energetic low-angle 

boundaries. Larger misorientations between other subgrains are also generated due to 

the subgrain rotation. Such misorientations lead to the formation of high-angle grain 

boundaries and hence, the formation of new recrystallized grains [85]. Meyers et al. 

[26,86] proposed a mechanism for rotational dynamic recrystallization. He explained, in 

details, the formation of the subgrains from dislocations. He explained that 

homogeneously distributed dislocations rearrange themselves into elongated dislocation 

cells (Fig 2.3b). These elongated dislocation cells become patterned to form elongated 

subgrains as deformation increases (Fig 2.3c). As deformation increases, these subgrains 

then break up into equi-axed micrograins (Fig 2.3d) due to minimization of interfacial 

energy [26,86]. Finally, the recrystallized microstructure is formed. Fine equi-axed 
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grains of about 0.05 – 2m sizes has been reported formed in shear band of titanium 

[87]. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Typical schematic illustration of dynamic recovery and dynamic 

recrystallization mechanism. (a) Randomly distributed dislocations; (b) formation of 

elongated dislocation cells; (c) formation of elongated subgrains; (d) Initial break-up of 

elongated subgrains; (e) Recrystallized microstructure [adapted from references 26 and 

86]. 

As discussed in section 2.7.3, it is a known fact that during dynamic recrystallization, 

the recrystallized microstructure develops simultaneously with deformation. This 

indicates that the consequence of dynamic shear localization is dynamic 

recrystallization. This point has been questioned by Rittel et al. [12]. In his study of the 

response of Ti6Al4V alloy to adiabatic shear failure, he observed a strange behaviour. 

During the test, he loaded some samples to failure in well-defined stress concentration 
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area while he loaded the rest up to half the strain to failure. In the partially loaded 

samples, the stress-strain curve was in the strain-hardening region where the effect of 

temperature is quite small. It was discovered that both the fully loaded and partially 

loaded samples show qualitatively similar microstructures. The presence of very small 

dynamically recrystallized grains with low dislocation density which is evidence of 

dynamic recrystallization was observed. The presence of these grains means that 

dynamic recrystallization can form even before strain localization starts. Hence, he 

concluded that dynamic shear localization is actually the consequence of dynamic 

recrystallization [12]. 

2.7.4 Progressive Subgrain Misorientation (PriSM) Recrystallization 

Hines et al. [30,51,88] recently studied the recrystallization mechanism in copper at 

high strain rates. He observed that the classical recrystallization mechanisms are far too 

slow to account for the observed recrystallization inside transformed shear bands. This 

means the kinetics of classical recrystallization models cannot account for the 

microstructural evolution taking place inside shear band at high strain rate under 

temperature and strict time conditions. In order to account for the microstructural 

evolution taking place inside the shear band, a new model of recrystallization 

mechanism called progressive subgrain misorientation (PriSM) recrystallization (Fig 

2.4) was proposed by Hines et al. [30]. This model is schematically presented in Figure 

2.4 and is based on mechanically-assisted subgrain rotation that is kinetically feasible in 

the stringent time and temperature profile of an adiabatic shear band in certain metals. It 

is however different from the rotational recrystallization in the sense that it allows for 

the formation of recrystallized grains at high strain rates and it requires sufficient heat 

and time for boundary refinement to occur [30]. 

The size of subgrains in a typical recrystallized microstructure is observed to have an 

inverse proportionality with the applied stress during deformation [30,51,89-91]. As 

strain or strain rate increase, the subgrain size continues to reduce in size until a critical 

subgrain size is reached. At this point, further increase in strain or strain rate will no 

longer affect the subgrain size. Hence, the inverse relationship between the applied 
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stress and subgrain size no longer exist. Because these subgrains can no longer reduce in 

size, they begin to rotate in order to accommodate further deformation thereby causing 

the formation of highly misoriented equi-axed region inside the shear band. Since no 

dislocations are added to the grain boundaries during cooling at the end of the 

deformation process, the boundaries begin to refine themselves by the reduction of the 

excess dislocation dipoles through dislocation annihilation by dislocation climb [30,51]. 

The presence of sufficient time during cooling for the occurrence of boundary 

refinement will lead to the development of faceted high-angle boundaries thereby and 

causing the recrystallization of grains [30]. 

 

Figure 2.4. Typical schematic illustration diagram of recrystallized grain evolution in an 

adiabatic shear band showing (a) The starting single crystal, (b) The formation of 

elongated subgrains, (c) Rotation of equi-axed subgrains, (d) High-angle misorientations 

between some subgrains, and (e) Boundary refinement during cooling [adapted from 

30]. 
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2.8 Adiabatic Shear Failure 

In section 2.6, initiation of adiabatic shear bands during high strain rate deformation of a 

material is reported to be influenced by inhomogeneity in the material. Adiabatic shear 

bands can serve as precursors and preferential sites for failure, which can occur by 

ductile void nucleation, growth and coalescence which develop into crack that lead to 

fragmentation along the shear band. Thermal softening during localized adiabatic 

heating causes sudden drop in flow stress within the shear band region. As a result of the 

stress gradient which develops between the bulk matrix and the shear band, tensile stress 

is generated which open up voids in the shear bands [92,93]. The distribution of 

potential weak points as well as the sizes and shapes of these weak points can greatly 

affect the formation of voids [94]. Cracks are initiated once the critical shear strain has 

been exceeded. Such fracture points are observed to be microvoids nucleated at weak 

points such as notch in the shear-zone microstructure, or sections of the shear surfaces 

which have undergone significant thermal softening with respect to the adjacent matrix 

[94]. The extent of damage resulting from the stress gradient however depends on the -

magnitude of tensile stress across the shear band [95]. Three scenarios for damage 

evolution inside shear band are proposed by Timothy et al. [94]. When the space 

between microvoids are wide inside the shear band, the microvoids grow under 

combined tensile and shear stresses acting on the shear band but do not coalesce (Fig 

2.5a). The microvoids can be circular or elliptical in shape. When the space between the 

microvoids is at the critical void separation or slightly below it, the forces acting on the 

surfaces of the microvoids causes them to coalesce (Fig 2.5b). However, when the space 

between the microvoids is so small, the thermal softening causes a rapid coalescence of 

the microvoids (Fig 2.5c) [94]. The process of crack coalescence leading to crack 

formation involves; the formation of pores in ASB generated by tensile stress, the 

coalescence of pores to form pore clusters along the ASB, the formation of extremely 

fine micro-cracks parallel to ASB, the interconnection and growth of micro-cracks, and 

finally the propagation of the crack and subsequent failure. 

In this chapter, the mechanism of deformation and failure of engineering materials at 

high strain rates is reviewed. At high strain rates, deformation process is controlled by 
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competing processes of strain hardening and thermal softening. When thermal softening 

dominates, strain localization occurs and adiabatic shear bands (ASBs) are formed. 

These ASBs are categorized into deformed and transformed bands. The study of 

adiabatic shear bands in aluminum alloys reveal distorted grain structure in deformed 

bands while those of transformed bands show fine equi-axed structure. Factors such as 

temperature rise inside the shear band, applied stress and critical strain and strain rates 

have been observed to affect the formation of these shear bands. Initiation mechanism 

such as grain size inhomogeneity helps govern the initiation of shear bands. The 

mechanisms of adiabatic shear bands such as phase transformation, grain elongation and 

fragmentation, dynamic recovery and dynamic recrystallization are discussed. The 

modes of failure of these shear bands were also reviewed. 
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Figure 2.5. Processes leading to adiabatic shear failure in shear band with (a) wide void 

separation; (b) Critical void separation; (c) Very small void separation [adapted from 

94]. 
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This chapter briefly discusses the materials used in this research, the heat treatment 

procedure as well as the hardness, quasi-static compression, direct impact and dynamic 

torsion test procedures. Microstructural analysis using optical microscope, scanning 

electron microscope and X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) with near 

edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy will also be discussed. 

3.1 Materials 

The two materials investigated in this research study were AA2099 and AA6061 

aluminum alloys. The elemental compositions of the alloys from ALCOA product data 

sheet are given in Table 3.1. The AA2099 alloy was received in T8 temper condition 

while the AA6061 alloy was received in T6 temper condition. The major alloying 

elements in 6061 are Cu, Mg and Si while the AA2099 contains Cu, Mg and Li as the 

principal alloying elements. AA2099 aluminum alloy contains more copper addition 

than AA6061 but no silicon. However, AA6061 aluminum alloy contains no lithium. 

Specimens used for the dynamic impact test were cylindrical specimen 10.5 mm in 

length and 9.5 mm in diameter while specimens for the high strain rate torsion test were 

thin-walled tubes 0.4 mm thick with a gage length of 3.82 mm. Figure 3.1 shows a 

schematic representation of the geometry of the test specimens. 
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Table 3.1. Elemental composition of the investigated AA2099 and AA6061 aluminum 

alloys. 

 

Sample 

Elemental composition (%) 

Al Li Cu Mg Si Zn Mn Zr Cr 

AA2099 > 

95 

1.6-

2.0 

2.4-

3.0 

0.1-

0.5 

- 0.4-

1.0 

0.1-

0.5 

0.05-

0.12 

- 

AA6061 > 

95 

- 0.15-

0.4 

0.8-

1.2 

0.4-

0.8 

< 

0.25 

< 

0.15 

- 0.04-

0.35 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Geometry of test specimen for (a) Direct impact test (b) Dynamic torsion 

test. 

3.2 Heat Treatment Procedure 

AA2099 and AA6061 aluminum alloys are heat treatable aluminum alloys. They were 

heat treated to different temper conditions as shown in Table 3.2. AA2099 aluminum 

alloy belongs to the Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloy system which is strengthened due to the 

formation of precipitates such as ʹ (Al3Li), T1 (Al2CuLi), S (Al2LiMg), whereas 

AA6061 aluminum alloy belongs to the Al-Mg-Si-Cu alloy system which are 

strengthened by the formation of Mg2Si precipitate [96]. The as-received AA2099-T8 

aluminum alloy was produced through a two-step artificial aging process while the 

as-received AA6061-T6 aluminum alloy was produced through a single step artificial 

aging heat treatment process. Variation in the behaviour of alloys subjected to 

10.5 mm 

 

  9.5 mm 

 
  

6 mm 6 mm 

13 mm 16 mm 

A B 
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multi-stage aging is common as it depends on factors such as alloy composition, 

pre-aging temperature and time, final aging temperature [97]. The study of age 

hardening of Al-Li alloys [10,11] reveals that better mechanical properties are achieved 

using a two-step aging process in these alloys. The most common of the multi-step 

aging used in aluminum-lithium alloys is two-step aging. Therefore, this heat treatment 

process was considered in designing the heat treatment procedure for the AA2099 

aluminum alloy in this research study. AA6061 aluminum alloy was however subjected 

to a single step artificial aging process. The heat treatment carried out involves solution 

heat treatment at 540 C for 2 hours followed by quenching in water to ambient 

condition. Precipitation heat treatment was carried out under natural or artificial aging 

conditions. The entire heat treatments for both alloys were carried out using the Thermo 

Scientific Lindberg Blue M furnace located in room 2C26, Engineering building, 

University of Saskatchewan. The aging treatment procedures for the test specimen of the 

investigated alloys are as described in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The temperature-time curves 

for the heat treatment procedure for both alloys are presented in figures 3.2 and 3.3. 

Table 3.2. Heat treatment design for 2099 and 6061 aluminum alloys. 

Solution 

Heat 

Treatment 

C (h) 

Natural 

Aging 

22 C 

(h) 

Cold work, 

30 kN 

Force (%) 

Precipitation 

Hardening  Step 

1 

C (h) 

Precipitation 

Hardening Step 2 

C (h) 

Temper 

Condition 

AA2099 Aluminum Alloy 

As-received Condition: Aging temperature and degree of cold work unknown T8 

540 (2) Natural - - - T4 

540 (2) 48 - 120 (12) - T61* 

540(2) 48 - 120 (12) 160 (24) T62*  

540 (2) 48 9.5 120 (12) - T81* 

540 (2) 48 9.5 120 (12) 160 (24) T82* 

AA6061 Aluminum Alloy 

As-received Condition: Aging temperature and degree of cold work unknown T6 

540 (2) Natural - - - T4 

540 (2) 48 17 - 160 (18) T8 

1* = one-step aging, 2* = two-step aging 
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Table 3.3. Temper designations for AA6061 aluminum alloy. 

Temper Designation Condition 

T4 Solution heat treated and naturally aged to a substantial stable 

condition. 

T6 As received condition (one-step artificially aged). 

T8 Solution heat treated, naturally aged for 48 h, 17% cold worked in 

compression and artificially aged at 160 C for 18 h. 

 

 

Table 3.4. Temper designations for AA2099 aluminum alloy. 

Temper Designation Condition 

T4 Solution heat treated and naturally aged to a substantial stable 

condition. 

T61 Solution heat treated, naturally aged for 48 h and single step 

artificially aged at 120 C for 12 h. 

T62 Solution heat treated, naturally aged for 48 h, first step 

artificially aged at 120 C for 12 h and second step artificially 

aged at 160 C for 18 h. 

T81 Solution heat treated, naturally aged for 48 hours, 9.5% cold 

worked in compression, single step artificially aged at 120 C for 

12 h. 

T82 Solution heat treated, naturally aged for 48 h, 9.5% cold worked 

in compression, first step artificially aged at 120 C for 12 h and 

second step artificially aged at 160 C for 18 h. 

T8 As received condition (two-step artificially aged). 
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Figure 3.2. Temperature – Time graph for heat treatment of AA2099 alloy. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Temperature – Time graph for heat treatment of AA6061 alloy. 
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3.3 Quasi-static Tests 

The mechanical behaviour of the alloys under quasi-static loading was determined using 

hardness and compression tests. Microhardness tests were carried out on the alloys 

under various temper conditions using Mitutoyo Micro Vickers hardness testing 

machine MVK-H1 located in room 2C25, Engineering Building, University of 

Saskatchewan, Canada. Ten (10) hardness measurements were carried along each 

specimen and averaged. The standard error associated with hardness measurement for 

each alloy temper conditions is determined.  

The vickers hardness test method consists of indenting the aluminum alloys with a 

diamond indenter, in the form of a right pyramid with a square base and at an angle of 

136 degrees between opposite faces subjected to a load of 200 gf for 10 seconds. The 

two diagonals of the indentation left in the surface of the alloy after removal of the load 

as shown in Figure 3.4 are measured using a fitted microscope with micrometer screw 

gauge and their average calculated. The area of the sloping surface of the indentation is 

calculated. The vickers hardness is the quotient obtained by dividing the load by the 

square mm area of indentation as shown in equation 3.1 [98]. 

    
     

    

 

        
 

   ………………………………………………………..(3.1) 

 

where F= Load (kgf), 

d = Arithmetic mean of the two diagonals, d1 and d2 in mm and, HV is Vickers hardness. 

Mechanical behaviour of the alloys under quasi-static compression loading was 

investigated using a Instron R5500 mechanical testing machine located in room 1B89, 

Engineering Building, University of Saskatchewan, Canada. This test was carried out 

using a 100 kN compressive force at ambient condition at a strain rate of 0.0032 s
-1

. 

Engineering strains were calculated based on the height reductions of the alloy 

specimens after compression test. 
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Figure 3.4. Schematic representation of vickers hardness measurement. 

3.4 Dynamic Mechanical Tests 

3.4.1 Direct Impact Test 

High strain rate compression tests were conducted on both AA2099 and AA6061 

aluminum alloys using a direct impact Hopkinson pressure bar shown in Figure 3.5. The 

tests were conducted at the high strain rate testing laboratory, Department of Mechanical 

and Manufacturing Engineering, University of Manitoba, Canada. The cylindrical test 

specimens were impacted using a 1.905 kg quench-hardened AISI 4340 steel bar 

projectile at momentum varying between 26 and 44 kg m s
-1

. The projectile travels 

through the light gun barrel and strikes the test specimen attached to the output bar of 

the Hopkinson bar system. The output bar is also made from quench-hardened AISI 

4340 steel with the same cross-sectional area as the striking projectile. The elastic waves 

generated when the specimen is impacted travels through the output bar and is captured 

by strain gage attached to it. These provide the strain signals which are conditioned, 

amplified and captured by the data acquisition system connected to the bar. The data 

acquisition system consists of strain pulse conditioner/amplifier and a mixed signal 
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digital oscilloscope. Dynamic stress-strain curves are generated from the captured strain 

signals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Schematic diagram of a direct impact Hopkinson pressure bar equipment 

The data acquired by the data acquisition system (oscilloscope) is in form of voltage and 

time. The captured elastic wave data in volt are converted to load value using a 

conversion factor obtained from an initial calibration of the equipment. Typical voltage 

– time graph generated in a direct impact test is given in Figure 3.6. The calibration 

process involves subjecting the output bar to compressive load in steps of 100 kg load. 

During this process, the strain gauge on the output bar is connected to the data 

acquisition system to generate a voltage corresponding to each applied load. After the 

successive application of incremental loads, a linear plot of load (N) vs. voltage (v) is 

made as shown in Figure 3.7. The slope of the linear plot being 21796 N/volt is used to 

calculate the load corresponding to the voltage recorded by the data acquisition system. 

The load – voltage calibration graph is shown in Figure 3.7 and the load – voltage 

relationship is given by equation 3.2. 

     ( )        (
 

     
)          (     )…………………..…………………(3.2) 
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Figure 3.6. Typical voltage – time graph in direct impact test. 

 

Figure 3.7. Load – Voltage calibration curve for direct impact test. 
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Assuming constant volume and a linear variation of displacement with time and constant 

strain rate, the true stress () and true strain () at time t are given by equation 3.3 [99]; 

 ( )    
  

   (     )(   ⁄ )
 ……………………………………………….…………….(3.3) 

 ( )  (
 ( )

  
)(

   (     )(   ⁄ )

  
) ………………………………………………………...(3.4) 

where Ft is load at a given time, Ai is initial Area, and Li and Lf are the initial and final 

lengths respectively.  

At a constant strain rate, the maximum strain that can be achieved in a specimen is 

directly proportional to the length of the striking projectile. This is expressed by 

equation 3.5 [9]. 

    ̇
  

  
 ………………………………….………………………………………….(3.5) 

where Lb is the length of the striking projectile (223 mm) and ε is engineering strain 

calculated based on change in length of specimen. Cb is the longitudinal wave velocity 

in the transmitting bar and it is calculated from the elastic modulus and density of the 

4340 steel [9]. 

   √
 

 
 ……………………….……………………………………………………..(3.6) 

where young’s modulus E for AISI 4340 steel is given as 205 GPa and density ρ is 

given as 7850 kg m
-3

. Cb, when calculated, is approximately 5110 m s
-1

. Equation 3.5 

was used in determining the strain rates for each impacted specimen. 
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3.4.2 Dynamic Torsion Test 

High strain rate torsion tests were conducted on both AA2099 and AA6061 aluminum 

alloys using a Torsional Split Hopkinson Bar (TSHB) schematically shown in Figure 

3.8, located  at the high strain rate testing laboratory, Department of Mechanical and 

Manufacturing Engineering, University of Manitoba, Canada. Thin-walled tubes 0.4 mm 

thick were subjected to dynamic torsional loading at different strain rates. The torque 

needed to rapidly load the specimen are generated and stored in the loading end of the 

input bar. The stored torque is determined by the angle of twist of the loading arm. 

When the loading arm is released, an elastic wave is generated which travels rapidly 

through the input bar and is recorded as incident wave by the strain gage attached to the 

input bar. On reaching the specimens, fraction of the elastic waves is utilized in 

deforming the specimen and is transmitted through the specimen on to the output bar as 

transmitted wave, captured by the strain gage attached to the output bar. The remaining 

fraction of the elastic wave that reaches the specimen is reflected back as a reflected 

wave, which is captured by the strain gage attached to the input bar. These three waves 

provide the strain signals which are conditioned, amplified and recorded by the data 

acquisition system connected to the bar. The data acquisition system consists of a strain 

pulse conditioner/amplifier and a mixed signal digital oscilloscope. Dynamic 

stress-strain curves are generated from the captured strain wave signals. Both input and 

output bars are made from AA6061 aluminum alloy and have a length of 1.829 m each 

and a diameter of 25.4 mm. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Schematic diagram of a torsional split Hopkinson bar equipment. 
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The data acquired by the data acquisition system (oscilloscope) are in form of voltage 

and time. Two sets of voltage data are generated (volt-1 and volt-2). Volt-1 data account 

for both incident and reflected wave signals while volt-2 data account for the transmitted 

wave signal data. The captured elastic wave data in volt are converted to shear strain 

values using two conversion factors obtained from an initial calibration of the 

equipment. A typical voltage vs time graph obtained from the torsion test is given in 

Figure 3.9. 

 

Figure 3.9. Typical voltage – time graph in torsional split Hopkinson bar test. 

The bar was calibrated by clamping the end of the out bar and preventing rotation of this 

end. Calibration was used to obtain the factor for conversion of voltage from the 

oscilloscope to shear strain. Torque was applied at incremental values of angle of twist 

of 1  at the loading end of the input bar. The voltage measurement by the strain gages 

on the input and output bar are recorded against the correspondence value of shear strain 

at the location of the strain gages. The shear strain produced for each angle of twist can 

be calculated as a function of the combined length of the input and output bars of the 

torsional split Hopkinson pressure bar as follows. 
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 ……………………………………….……………………………………..(3.7) 

where  is angle of twist (rad), Db is diameter of bar and L is the combined length of 

both input and output bar. The shear strains calculated from the above equation at each 

angle of twist is plotted against the voltages recorded by the data acquisition system for 

input and output bar as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. The slope of the line gives the 

relationship between the recorded voltage and the corresponding shear strain at the 

location of the strain gages. Using the slopes of the lines incident strain signal (I), 

reflected strain signal (R) and the transmitted strain signal (T) can be calculated as 

shown in equations 3.8 – 3.10. 

               (       )                       (     ) ………………….(3.8) 

               (       )                        (     ) ……………….(3.9) 

               (       )                          (     )…………...(3.10) 

where I, R, T are incident signal, reflected signal and transmitted signal, respectively. 
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Figure 3.10. Shear strain vs. voltage plot obtained for input bar during equipment 

calibration of torsional split Hopkinson bar. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Shear strain vs. voltage plot obtained for output bar during equipment 

calibration of torsional split Hopkinson bar. 
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When one strain gauge is employed to capture both incident and reflected wave signals 

on the input bar, the strain rate and strain in the specimen are expressed as a function of 

only the reflected strain signal as shown in equations 3.11 and 3.12 [8]. 

 ̇  ( )  
  

  

  

  
    ( )  ……………………………………………………………..(3.11) 

  ̇  
  

  

  

  
    ( )    …………………………………………………………........(3.12) 

where rs is the mean radius of the thin-walled specimen, rb is the radius of the bar, Ls is 

gauge length of the specimen, C is wave propagation velocity of the bar and t is 

difference between succeeding time and previous time. The negative sign is added to 

nullify the negative direction of the reflected wave as a function of time.  

The shear stress, s in the specimen is determined as a function of the amount of torque 

in the specimen, Ts and wall thickness ts. For a thin-walled specimen, the shear stress is 

expressed in Eqn 3.13 [100]. 

   
  

    
   

 ………………………………………………………………………….(3.13) 

where ts is the wall thickness of the thin-walled specimen. 

Assuming uniform stress throughout the specimen, the torque generated at each end of 

the specimen becomes the same. This means that the torque in the specimen is the same 

as the torque of the signal transmitted to the output bar. The shear stress in the specimen 

at any given time t expressed as a function of strain gauge on the output bar as shown in 

equation 3.14 [100]. 

  ( )  
   

 

   
   

   …………………………………………………………………….(3.14) 

where G is the shear modulus of the material. 
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The torque generated in the loading arm of the bar was calculated using Eqn 3.15 [100]. 

   
     

 

    
 …………………………………………………...……………………..(3.15) 

where  is angle of twist in rad, G is the shear modulus, Db is the diameter of the bar and 

La is the length of the loaded arm of the shaft (430 mm). 

3.5 Microstructural Analysis 

Detailed microscopic examination of both AA2099 and 6061 aluminum alloy samples in 

their various temper conditions before and after impact was carried out. The samples 

were first mounted in acrylic and cured. After mounting, the samples were polished to 

remove all the slip lines due to cutting and then reveal a mirror surface. 120 Grit SiC 

paper was first used to grind the surface of the specimen and clean water was used in 

washing away the residue. Polishing cloth used were 9 micron MD Allegro cloth, 3 

micron MD Mol cloth, 1 micron MD Nap cloth and 0.5 micron Ops cloth. Polishing 

solutions used with the corresponding polishing clothes were 9 micron MD Allegro 

solution, 3 micron MD Mol solution, 1 micron MD Nap solution and 0.5 micron Ops 

solution. The obtained mirror surface was etched using a solution containing 100 ml 

Methanol, 100 ml HNO3, 100 ml HCl and 4 drops of HF. This etchant was used to etch 

both un-impacted and impacted alloy specimens. The duration of etching for AA2099 

aluminum alloy specimens was 60 seconds while that of AA6061 aluminum alloy 

specimens was 40 seconds.  

Optical microscopic examination of the etched specimens was carried out using a Nikon 

100 MA Eclipse inverted optical microscope located in room 2C25, Engineering 

building, University of Saskatchewan, Canada. Attached to the microscope is a 

computer with an image processing software, Pax-it!, for image analysis. Optical 

micrographs were taken using this microscope at X50, X100, X500 and X1000 

magnifications. Scanning electron microscopic examination of the specimen was carried 

out using JOEL JSM-6010LV scanning electron microscope (SEM) located in room 

2C25, Engineering building, University of Saskatchewan, Canada. Backscattered and 
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secondary electron imaging techniques were used during the imaging at magnifications 

ranging from X50 to X25000. Acceleration voltage used range between 15 kV and 

20 kV. X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) with near edge X-ray 

absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy at the soft x-ray spectromicroscopy 

(SM) beamline, the Canadian Light Source, Saskatoon, Canada was used to analyse the 

chemistry of the microstructure inside and adjacent to the shear bands in the 

AA6061-T6 alloy to reveal variation (if any) in elemental composition or phase change 

inside the shear bands. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, the results of the mechanical tests and microstructural investigations 

outlined in chapter three are presented and discussed. The first part of this chapter 

focusses  on the results of hardness and quasi-static compression tests on AA2099 and 

AA6061 aluminum alloys in the various investigated temper condition stated in chapter 

three and on the sequence of precipitation reactions in both alloys. The second part 

discusses the results of the responses of both alloys to high-strain rate loading, both in 

compression and in torsion as influenced by temper condition and strain rates. The third 

part focuses on the results of microstructural investigation of the alloys before and after 

high strain-rate loading to determine the damage evolution during dynamic shock 

loading. 

4.1 Quasi-static Mechanical Test 

4.1.1 Hardness Test 

Figure 4.1 shows the results of the hardness tests carried out on both AA2099 and 

AA6061 aluminum alloy for various temper conditions. The same hardness value 

recorded for both T4 and T81 temper conditions of AA2099 alloy indicate that the first 

step precipitation hardening lasting 12 h did not have any noticeable effect on the 

hardness. However, the second step precipitation hardening produced a noticeable effect 

on hardness with the effect being more significant for the alloy in T82 temper condition. 

Comparable hardness values are also observed between T82 and T8 temper conditions 

of AA2099 alloy. The T8 is the as-received temper condition for AA2099, which was 

also subjected to a two-step artificial aging by the producer (Alcoa Inc.). Its hardness is 

only slightly lower than that of the T82 temper condition that was produced in course of 

this study at the University of Saskatchewan. The higher hardness recorded in 

AA2099-T82 compared to AA2099-T62 is attributed to a pronounced effect of 
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dislocation generated by cold work on precipitation hardening of the alloy. This will be 

discussed in detail in section 4.1.3. 

From the results of the hardness test carried out on various temper conditions of 

AA6061 aluminum alloy, the T4 temper showed the lowest hardness value. Both T6 and 

T8 tempers showed comparable hardness values in AA6061 alloy. This means the effect 

cold work had was little on precipitation hardening of AA6061 alloy. This explains why 

AA6061 aluminum alloy is always produced in the T6 temper condition since an 

additional effort of cold working prior to age-hardening does not produce any significant 

effect on the precipitation hardening process. It is evident from Figure 4.1 that higher 

hardness values are achieved in the AA2099 aluminum alloys compared to those of 

AA6061 for all temper conditions. For example, AA6061-T4 showed much lower 

hardness compared to that of AA2099-T4. However, AA2099 in T4 temper condition 

has hardness value that is comparable to precipitation and strain hardened AA6061-T8 

alloy. A high hardness value is an indication of higher resistance to localised 

deformation. This means AA2099 aluminum alloy has a higher resistance to localised 

plastic deformation than AA6061 alloy. The reason for the higher hardness in AA2099 

will be discussed in relation to other mechanical properties in subsequent sections. 
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Figure 4.1. Result of vickers hardness test for AA2099 and AA6061 aluminum alloys as 

a function of temper condition and the associated standard error. 
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4.1.2 Compression Tests 

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show typical stress-strain curves obtained for AA2099 and AA6061 

aluminum alloys in various temper conditions which were tested under compressive 

loading using a strain rate of 0.0032 s
-1

. The total engineering strain at an applied load of 

100 kN and the compressive yield strength of the alloys are presented in Table 4.1. At 

the applied maximum load of 100 kN, the alloys were not stressed to failure. Low 

engineering strain and high compressive yield strength are indications of high resistance 

to deformation. The comparable total engineering strain values obtained for AA2099 

alloy in T4 and T61 temper conditions means one-step aging process does not have any 

effect on the resistance of the alloy to plastic deformation. Lower engineering strains 

were recorded in two- step aged alloys compared to the one-step aged alloys. In terms of 

compressive yield strength and total engineering strain, the alloy in T82 temper 

condition that is synthesized in our laboratory via a two-step age-hardening process 

shows a slightly more superior mechanical behaviour to the corresponding as-received 

AA2099-T8 alloy. The lower engineering strain and higher compressive yield strength 

recorded for the AA2099-T8 alloy than for the alloy in T61 and T62 temper conditions 

is attributed to the pronounced effects of dislocation on precipitation hardening of the 

alloy as will be discussed in section 4.1.3. These results are in-line with the result of 

hardness test. For AA6061 alloy, strain hardening prior to precipitation hardening has a 

more profound effect on strength than observed in hardness test. The yield strength of 

the alloy is considerably higher in T8 temper condition than in T6. An important 

observation here is that, although the alloy AA6061 show comparable hardness value in 

T6 and T8 temper conditions, the alloy in T6 temper condition shows poor mechanical 

behaviour under quasi-static compressive loading. 
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Figure 4.2. Typical stress-strain curves obtained for AA2099 aluminium alloys 

subjected to quasi-static compression test. 

 

Figure 4.3. Typical stress-strain curves obtained for AA6061 aluminum alloy subjected 

to quasi-static compression test. 
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Table 4.1. Compressive yield strength and total strain (per 100 kN) of the investigated 

alloy obtained from quasi-static compression test. 

Alloy Yield Strength (MPa) Total Strain (Per 100 KN) 

AA2099-T4 360 ± 5 0.576 

AA2099-T61 380 ± 5 0.571 

AA2099-T62 460 ± 5 0.536 

AA2099-T81 400 ± 5 0.541 

AA2099-T82 560 ± 5 0.488 

AA2099-T8 520 ± 5 0.528 

AA6061-T4 174 ± 5 0.619 

AA6061-T6 205 ± 5 0.639 

AA6061-T8 406 ± 5 0.520 

 

4.1.3 Precipitation Sequence of AA2099 and AA6061 Aluminum Alloys 

As discussed in chapter three, the heat treatment of the alloys involves heating the alloys 

to the solution heat-temperature to form a single-phase supersaturated solid solution 

(SSS). The single phase supersaturated solid solution structure is retained in the alloys 

on quenching in water. This supersaturated solid solution contains vacancy-rich solute 

clusters. During artificial aging, second phase particles precipitate out of the 

supersaturated solid solution. As mentioned in section 3.2 of chapter three, a two-step 

process was used in the precipitation hardening of the AA2099 alloy while that of 

AA6061 is a one-step process. 

During the first step aging, the AA2099 samples were heated to a temperature of 120 ºC. 

During this process, dissolution of the vacancy-rich solute clusters occur and 

Guinier-Preston (GP) zones are formed thereby causing an increase in strength. GP 

zones are the initial zones for the precipitates as they subsequently come out of solid 

solution. The GP zones are ordered solute-rich groups of atoms that are few atom planes 

thick and also coherent with the matrix. The strengthening associated with the 

coherency will be explained subsequently. During the second step aging, the AA2099 
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specimens are heated to a temperature of 160ºC, which is higher than that of the first 

step aging. During this process, the GP zones become unstable and transform to second 

phase particles depending on the various alloying elements. For example, in the two-step 

aging of Al-Zn-Mg [101], GP zones form when heated below 150 C. At 150 C, the GP 

Zones becomes unstable and then transform into semi-coherent ʹ (MgZn2) particle. As 

ʹ particle coarsen, a more stable phase of  is formed. The sequence of the precipitation 

reaction is given in equation 4.1. 

                           …………………………………………...(4.1) 

Al-Li-Cu-Mg system with high Copper and low Magnesium content such as AA2099 

aluminum alloy contains homogeneously precipitated ʹ (Al3Li) strengthening phase 

which remains coherent even after extensive aging [102,103]. The temperature – time 

graph for the heat treatment process for both AA2099 and AA6061 aluminium alloys 

investigated in this study are presented as Figures 3.2 and 3.3 in chapter 3. During 

artificial ageing, coarsening of ʹ particles with time leads to the formation of an 

equilibrium phase  (AlLi) and the widening of the precipitate free zone (PFZ) as a 

result of solute dissolution in GP formation [104]. The (AlLi), being an intermetallic 

compound, precipitates along grain boundaries [104] at low ageing temperatures and in 

the matrix on dislocations at higher temperatures [105]. The sequence of precipitation 

reaction for the phase transformation reaction is given in equation 4.2. 

                        (     )   (    ) …………………………..(4.2) 

When dispersoids (magnesium- and zirconium-containing phases) are introduced into 

binary Al-Li alloy, slip becomes homogenized [96,102,106]. The presence of copper 

and magnesium leads to the formation of semi-coherent precipitates. These precipitates 

also help in the slip homogenization [96,102,106]. Slip is defined as the plastic 

deformation that occurs due to dislocation motion. The dispersoids evenly spreads the 

precipitates and second phase particles throughout the microstructure thereby 

distributing dislocations evenly within the microstructure. All these additions help 

control recrystallization and hence, the grain size. They also lead to dense 
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co-precipitation of other phases such as T1 (Al2CuLi), T2 (Al6CuLi3), ʹ (Al2Cu), 

ʹ (Al3Zr) and S (Al2CuMg) alongside ʹ phase during artificial aging. The exact 

phase(s) present in each Al-Li alloy vary depending on the alloy additions. The presence 

of copper in the Al-Li-Cu-Mg system such as the investigated AA2099 alloy helps 

reduce the solubility of lithium and then enhance the co-precipitation of other phases 

like GP zones, T1 (Al2CuLi) and ʹ (Al2Cu) [1]. The precipitation however depends on 

the Cu/Li ratio. Low Cu/Li ratio is reported to favour the simultaneous precipitation of 

ʹ and T1 phases [103,104,108]. ʹ is observed to form immediately after quenching 

which is then followed by ʹ and T1 during the aging treatment [104,107]. T1 being an 

equilibrium phase is observed to precipitate heterogeneously on dislocations few 

minutes into aging treatment. T2 equilibrium phase has also been observed to either 

co-precipitate alongside T1 or alone without T1. The sequence of precipitation reaction 

leading to ʹ formation is given in equation 4.3 [96]; 

                              (     ) …………………………...(4.3) 

The presence of magnesium in the Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloy system also helps to reduce the 

solubility of lithium [96], enhances solid solution strengthening and also promotes the 

nucleation of homogeneously precipitated fine Sʹ phase on dislocation or sub-boundaries 

[96,104,107,109]. TEM analysis of AA2099 Al-Cu-Mg-Li alloy revealed homogeneous 

and dispersedly distributed partially coherent lathe-shape precipitate Sʹ (Al2CuMg) and 

Spherical ʹ (Al3Li) precipitates [110]. After addition of magnesium, the Guinier-

Preston-Bagaryatsky (GPB) zones common to the Al-Cu-Mg alloy system are formed, 

leading to the precipitation of the S phase [111]. This GPB zone is known to form 

during high temperature aging and has a structure that is related to the cubic Mg2Al5Cu5 

[111]. The sequence of precipitation reaction leading to the formation of T1, T2 and S 

are shown in equation 4.4 to 4.6. 

                       (       ) ……………………………………(4.4) 

                       (        ) …………………………………..(4.5) 
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                                       (       ) ...…………...(4.6) 

In addition to Li, Cu and Mg, the investigated AA2099 alloy also contained zirconium. 

The presence of zirconium in Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloy system helps inhibit recrystallization 

through the precipitation of fine spherically coherent ʹ (Al3Zr) particles and also 

promote the decomposition of the supersaturated solid solution thereby leading to the 

formation of the metastable Li2Al3Zr phase [110]. Fendoni [98] suggested ʹ (Al3Li), 

AlLi), Sʹ (Al2CuMg), T1 (Al2CuLi), T2 (Al6CuLi3) and ʹ (Al3Zr) as the phases 

present in Al-Li-Cu-Mg alloy system containing high copper and low magnesium and 

zirconium with ʹ and T1 being the major phases with high volume fraction and Sʹ and ʹ 

being the minor phases with small volume fraction.  

In Al-Si-Mg alloy system, the aging process involves the formation of independent 

clusters of Mg and Si atoms. These independent clusters lead to the formation of 

coherent co-clusters containing both Si and Mg. These coherent co-clusters further lead 

to the formation and growth of the semi-coherent ʹʹ (Mg5Si6) strengthening phase 

[112-118]. As aging progresses, this strengthening phase decomposes into ʹ (Mg1.8Si) 

first and then finally to the incoherent equilibrium phase  (Mg2Si) [114,116,118]. 

Silicon in various morphologies has been observed to also precipitate alongside  [114]. 

The sequence of precipitation reaction for  transformation is given below. 

                                  ………………………………(4.7) 

During the aging process also, incoherent phases such as Bʹ (Mg9Al3Si7), U1 (MgAl2Si2) 

and U2 (MgAlSi) are observed to precipitate after the  phase [112,115,117]. These 

incoherent phases are referred to as post- phases. The addition of copper to the 

Al-Si-Mg alloy system leads to the formation of the Al-Si-Mg-Cu alloy system, of 

which the investigated AA6061 aluminum alloy is a prominent member. During the 

aging of this alloy, the incoherent equilibrium phase  (Mg2Si) also precipitates in 

similarity to the Al-Si-Mg alloy system. However, the presence of copper in the 

Al-Si-Mg-Cu system brings about the precipitation of QP phase and  (Al2Cu) phase 

[113,119] alongside the  equilibrium phase and also modifies the relative amounts of Si 
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and  phase. These phases appear to be distinctively different from those precipitated 

during the artificial aging of the Al-Si-Mg alloy system. During cooling, QP phase first 

decompose to form QC which is situated on θʹ plate and then decomposes further to 

form Q stable phase [113,119] through the reaction given below. 

 

           ………………………………………………………………...(4.8) 

The exact composition of the Q phase is unknown but has been suggested to be any of 

the following; Al5Cu2Mg8Si6, Al4CuMg5Si4, Al4Cu2Mg8Si7 or Al3Cu2Mg9Si7 [115]. The 

transformation of θʹ to θ (Al2Cu) phase is also observed during the precipitation process. 

The exact phases present in the Al-Si-Mg-Cu alloy system has been observed to be 

largely dependent on the Mg/Si ratio [113]. Mg/Si ratio greater than 1 has been observed 

to favour both the precipitation of Q, θ (Al2Cu) and  (Mg2Si) phases [113] and more 

nucleation of ʹʹ on dislocations [112]. Mg/Si ratio less than 1 however favours the 

precipitation of Q,  (Mg2Si) and Si. However, increasing the amount of copper also 

tend to promote the precipitation of θ (Al2Cu) in favour of  (Mg2Si). From the 

composition of AA6061 aluminum alloy used in this study, Mg/Si ratio is observed to 

be greater than 1. Thus, the expected phases present in the microstructure of 

AA6061aluminum alloy will be Q, θ (Al2Cu) and  (Mg2Si). 

Generally, under quasi-static loading, AA2099 aluminum alloy showed more resistance 

to deformation compared to AA6061. This is due to the presence of lithium-containing 

phases in the microstructure [1]. This unique microstructure of Al-Li based alloys 

contain homogeneously precipitated ’ (Al3Li) strengthening phase which remains 

coherent even after extensive aging [102]. Dispersoid phases containing magnesium and 

zirconium as well as semi-coherent second phase particles such as T1 (Al2CuLi), 

’ (Al2Cu) or S (Al2LiMg) through copper or magnesium when introduced helps to 

homogenize slip [96,102,106]. These additions help control recrystallization and, hence, 

the grain size. This explains why AA2099 has better deformation resistance than 

AA6061 as observed in the hardness and compression tests.  
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During cold working, dislocations are generated. These dislocations act as nucleation 

sites for strengthening precipitates such as T1 (Al2CuLi) and S (Al2LiMg) during 

precipitation hardening [10,102]. The second phase particles present in this alloy are as 

discussed earlier. Thus, strength increase in AA2099-T8 and AA2099-T82 under 

quasi-static loading condition is attributed to these fine precipitates rather than the 

change in dislocation density [120]. This means more strengthening precipitates will be 

present in T8, T81 and T82 temper conditions than in T4, T61 and T62 temper 

conditions. As explained above that T1 nucleates on dislocations, No T1 precipitate will 

formed in the matrix of non-cold worked samples but is formed at the grain boundaries. 

Any T1 precipitate found in non-cold worked samples (T4, T61 and T62) are due to 

dislocations remaining after solution heat treatment [10]. This explains the high 

resistance to deformation of AA2099 in T8, T81 and T82 temper conditions compared 

to T61 and T62 temper conditions when subjected to quasi-static loading conditions.  

Other strengthening second phase particles observed in other Al-Li alloys includes; 

T2 (Al6CuLi3), Al3Zr, and Guinier-Preston (GP) zones [10,100]. High aging 

temperatures and long aging time are known to promote the growth of large particles of 

precipitate [10,96]. As the coherent particles grow, misfits strain fields are generated 

between these particles and the host lattice. These misfit strains slow down dislocation 

motion. For dislocation to cut through these coherent particles, the applied stress must 

exceed that required to move dislocations through the matrix.  Due to this high stress, 

the particles shear as dislocations cut through them [120]. When incoherent particles 

grow however, dislocations are unable to cut through the particles. Instead, the 

dislocations loop around individual particles. More energy is required for dislocation to 

cut through a coherent precipitates than loop around incoherent precipitates. As more 

dislocations loop around the particles however, the effective distance between adjacent 

particle decreases with each dislocation passage thereby resulting in increased strength 

for an alloy that is strengthened with incoherence precipitates.  

Romios et al. [10] proposed that clustering of solute atom occurs during the first step 

aging while evenly distributed various sized precipitates form in the second step. The 

aging treatment is based on the principle that low temperatures favours nucleation of 
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strengthening precipitates while high temperatures favour the growth of such 

precipitates [10]. Both AA2099 and AA6061 alloys are not over-aged during 

precipitation hardening within the considered aging temperatures and times. Brooks [96] 

reported that typical Al-Li alloys and AA6061 alloy are peak-aged at similar aging 

conditions. Because over-aging never occurred, the more particles in T82 compared to 

T81 leads to a much higher strength thereby increasing the deformation resistance. This 

also explains the increased deformation resistance in T62 compared to T61.  The aging 

time, aging temperature, type, volume fraction, size and distribution of the second phase 

particles are affected by the original structure of the alloy [96]. A study on the heat 

treatment of Al-Mg-Si-Cu alloys reveals that the AA6061 aluminum alloy is peak-aged 

during the artificial aging process. 

4.2 Dynamic Mechanical Tests 

In dynamic mechanical test, direct impact compression test and dynamic torsion test 

were carried out on the two alloys in T4, T6 and T8 temper conditions. 

 

Figure 4.4. Dynamic stress-strain Curve for 2099-T82 impacted at 33 kg m s
-1
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Figure 4.4 shows a typical dynamic stress-strain curve of AA2099-T82 generated from a 

direct impact compression test. During impact, about 90% of the projectile’s kinetic 

energy is converted into heat which causes thermal softening of the impacted specimen. 

Thus, both thermal softening and strain hardening occur simultaneously in the specimen 

as it deforms under the impact loading. Deformation of the alloy proceeds in four stages. 

In stage I, deformation is elastic while in stages II – IV, it is plastic. In stage II, strain 

hardening dominates the plastic deformation process up to the point of peak flow stress. 

The yield point is clearly visible unlike the case of quasi-static loading condition. 

Beyond this point of peak flow stress (stage III), thermal softening begins to dominate 

the plastic deformation process leading to decrease in flow stress as strain increases 

further. In stage IV, a condition of adiabatic heating occurs and the flow stress collapses 

as a result of excessive thermal softening in the adiabatically heated region. The stress 

collapse is a consequence of the thermo-mechanical instability inside the shear band. 

4.2.1 Direct Impact Test 

Direct Impact Test for AA2099 aluminum alloy 

Figures 4.5 to 4.7 show the dynamic stress-strain curves of AA2099 aluminum alloy in 

T4, T61 and T62 temper conditions as a function of the impact momentum and strain 

rates. The higher the impact momentum, the higher is the strain rate. The strain rate 

corresponding to an impact momentum depends on the temper condition of the 

aluminum alloy.  In T4 temper condition, peak flow stress and strain rates increased 

with increasing impact momentum. At impact momentum of 28 kg m s
-1

, peak flow 

stress value of 316 MPa was recorded. As impact momentum increased to 39 kg m s
-1

, 

peak flow stress also increased to 381 MPa. No drop in peak flow stress was observed 

with increasing impact momentum. In T61 temper condition, maximum flow stress 

value of 350 MPa is recorded at 28 kg m s
-1 

impact momentum. As impact momentum 

increased to 39 kg m s
-1

, peak flow stress also increased to 378 MPa. No drop in peak 

flow stress was observed. In T62 temper condition, peak flow stress value of 380 MPa is 

recorded both at 28 and 31 kg m s
-1

 impact momentums. Increasing the impact 

momentum to 39 kg m s
-1

 increases the peak flow stress value to 415 MPa. It can be 
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observed in T4, T61 and T62 temper conditions that as strain rate increases, the peak 

flow stress increases with increasing impact momentum. 

 

Figure 4.5. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA2099-T4 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 

 

Figure 4.6. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA2099-T61 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 
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Figure 4.7. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA2099-T62 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 
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drop in T81, T82 and T8 temper conditions as the impact momentum was increased 

beyond 31 kg m s
-1

. The drop in peak flow stress as impact momentum increases beyond 

31 kg m s
-1

 indicate higher susceptibility in this alloy in T8 temper condition than T4 or 

T6 temper condition. 

 

Figure 4.8. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA2099-T81 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 

 

Figure 4.9. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA2099-T82 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 
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Figure 4.10. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA2099-T8 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 
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highest resistance to deformation under dynamic impact loading. In general, thermal 

softening, adiabatic heating and strain localization all play dominant roles on the 

dynamic mechanical response on AA2099 aluminum alloy under dynamic impact 

loading. 

Table 4.2. Total engineering strain and strain rate of AA2099 alloys impacted at 33 kg 

m s
-1

. 

Alloy Total Engineering Strain Strain rate, s
-1

 

AA2099-T4 0.544 6238 

AA2099-T61 0.607 6957 

AA2099-T62 0.678 7773 

AA2099-T81 0.612 7016 

AA2099-T82 0.683 7820 

AA2099-T8 0.7598 8706 

 

Direct Impact Test for AA6061 aluminum alloy 

Figures 4.11 to 4.13 show the dynamic stress strain curves for AA6061 aluminum 

alloys. In T4 temper condition, peak flow stress of 396 MPa occurred at 33 kg m s
-1

 

impact momentum. Increasing impact momentum to 39 kg.m/s increases the peak flow 

stress to 560 MPa. Beyond 39 kg m s
-1

 impact momentum, a drop in peak flow stress to 

336 MPa is observed at 44 kg m s
-1

 impact momentum. Similarly in T6 temper 

condition, peak flow stress of 432 MPa was recorded at 33 kg m s
-1

 momentum. Further 

increase to 39 kg m s
-1

 momentum increases the peak flow stress to 571 MPa. Beyond 

this momentum, peak flow stress drops to 339 MPa at 44 kg m s
-1

 momentum. This 

trend is however not followed in T8 temper condition. Increase in momentum leads to 

increase in peak flow stress. No drop in peak flow stress value was observed. At 

33 kg m s
-1

 momentum, peak flow stress was observed to be 401 MPa. Increasing 

momentum to 44 kg m s
-1

 leads to increase in the peak flow stress to 502 MPa.   
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Figure 4.11. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA6061-T4 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 

 

Figure 4.12. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA6061-T6 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 
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Figure 4.13. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA6061-T8 alloy as a function of impact 

momentum and strain rate. 
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loading. Experimental data sheet showing strain rate, total engineering strain and the 

deformation mode for investigated impact momentum range is presented in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3: Experimental Data sheet for direct impact test. 

Material Impact 

momentum, 

kg m s
-1

 

Engineering 

strain 

Peak flow 

stress, 

MPa 

Strain 

rate, s
-1

 

ASB 

AA2099-

T4 

28 0.3168 315 3630 None 

 31 0.4995 350 5723 None 

 33 0.5444 372 6238 Heavily 

Deformed 

 39 0.6934 380 7945 Faint 

Transformed 

AA2099-

T61 

28 0.3346 350 3834 Slightly 

Deformed 

 31 0.5459 340 6255 Faint 

Transformed 

 33 0.6072 375 6957 Faint 

Transformed 

 39 0.7521 378 8618 Faint 

Transformed 

AA2099-

T62 

28 0.3327 378 3812 Heavily 

Deformed 

 31 0.4350 380 4984 Heavily 

Deformed 

 33 0.6784 330 7773 Heavily 

Deformed/Heavil

y Transformed 

 39 0.7416 410 8497 Fully 

Transformed 

AA2099-

T81 

28 0.3017 300 3457 Slightly 

Deformed 

 31 0.5643 410 6466 Faint 

Transformed 

 33 0.6123 390 7016 Faint 

Transformed 

 39 0.7223 360 8276 Heavily 

Deformed/Faintly 

Transformed 

AA2099-

T82 

28 0.2521 420 2889 Partially 

Transformed 

 31 0.4995 445 5723 Fully 

Transformed 

 33 0.6825 448 7820 Fully 

Transformed 

 

 

39 0.7322 442 8390 Fully 

Transformed 
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Material Impact 

momentum, 

kg m s
-1

 

Engineering 

strain 

Peak flow 

stress, 

MPa 

Strain 

rate, s
-1

 

ASB 

AA2099-

T8 

28 0.4257 373 4878 Fully 

Transformed 

 31 0.6540 390 7494 Fully 

Transformed 

 33 0.7598 330 8706 Fully 

Transformed 

 39 0.7770 350 8903 Fully 

Transformed 

AA6061-

T4 

33 0.6086 390 6973 Partially 

Transformed 

 39 0.6899 560 7905 Fully 

Transformed 

 44 0.7939 336 9096 Fully 

Transformed 

AA6061-

T6 

33 0.5895 430 6754 Fully Deformed 

 39 0.6957 571 7971 Fully 

Deformed/Fully 

Transformed 

 44 0.7909 336 9062 Fully 

Transformed 

AA6061-

T8 

33 0.5380 401 6164 Slightly 

Deformed 

 39 0.6481 482 7426 Fully 

Transformed 

 44 0.7453 502 8540 Fully 

Transformed 

 

Table 4.4. Total engineering strain and strain rate of AA6061 alloys impacted at 33 kg 

m s
-1

. 

Alloy Total Engineering Strain Strain rate, s
-1

 

AA6061-T4 0.609 6973 

AA6061-T6 0.590 6754 

AA6061-T8 0.538 6164 
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4.2.2 Dynamic torsion Test 

Figures 4.14 to 4.16 show the stress-strain curves of AA2099-T6, AA2099-T8 and 

6061-T6 aluminum alloys as function of the applied torque. The torque was applied 

suddenly to enable rapid deformation of the thin-walled specimen. In AA2099-T6, peak 

flow stress of 153 MPa was observed for applied torque of 259 N m. Increasing the 

torque to 302 N m resulted in increase in the peak flow stress to 245 MPa. On increasing 

the applied torque beyond 302 N m, the peak flow stress dropped to 238 MPa at a torque 

of 345 N m. In AA2099-T8, a torque of 173 N m generated a peak flow stress value of 

350 MPa. Increasing the torque to 216 N m increased the peak flow stress to 368 MPa. 

Beyond 216 N m, a drop in peak flow stress occurred. At 259 N m, peak flow stress 

dropped to 353 MPa. In AA6061-T6, peak flow stress of 247 MPa was generated at 173 

N m torque. At a torque of 259 N m, peak flow stress was 269 MPa. At a torque of 302 

N m, peak flow stress was 285 MPa. Beyond 302 N m, peak flow stress dropped slightly 

to 283 MPa at 345 N m. The reduction in peak flow stress with increasing torsional 

loading at high values of applied torque can be attributed to increased thermal softening 

over strain hardening during plastic deformation as the magnitude of the applied torque 

increases. 

 

Figure 4.14. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA2099-T6 alloy in torsion as a function 

of the applied torque. 
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Figure 4.15. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA2099-T8 alloy in torsion as a function 

of the applied torque. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Dynamic stress-strain curves for AA6061-T6 alloy in torsion as a function 

of the applied torque. 
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In order to compare the behaviour of the alloys under high strain-rate loading in torsion, 

responses are studied as a function of applied torque generating the peak flow stress and 

peak flow stress itself as shown in Table 4.5. In AA2099-T6, an applied torque of 

302 N m generated a peak flow stress of 250 MPa. In AA2099-T8 however, it took a 

lower applied torque of 216 N m to generate a peak flow stress of 370 MPa. This means 

more torque is needed to deform the AA2099 aluminum alloy in T6 temper condition 

than in T8. This means strain hardening has no effect on the response of AA2099 

aluminum alloy under torsional loading at high strain rates. In AA6061-T6, a much 

higher applied torque of 345 N m is needed to generate a peak flow stress of 291 MPa. 

This means AA6061 has more deformation resistance than AA2099 under dynamic 

torsional loading. This result is in line with that of the dynamic impact test. In summary, 

AA2099 aluminum alloy show less resistance to deformation than AA6061 under 

dynamic mechanical loading at high strain rates. Reverse is however the case when the 

alloys are deformed under quasi-static loading. 

Table 4.5. Peak flow stress and the applied torque values generating the peak flow stress 

in AA2099 and AA6061 aluminum alloys. 

Sample Applied torque generating peak flow 

stress, N m 

Peak flow 

stress, 

MPa 

2099-T6 302 250 

2099-T8 216 370 

6061-T6 345 291 
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4.3 Microstructural Analysis 

4.3.1 Microstructure of heat treated samples before impact 

4.3.1.1 AA2099 aluminum alloys 

Optical microscopic examinations of all AA2099 aluminum alloy in T4, T61, T62, T81, 

T82 and T8 temper conditions reveal elongated grain structure. Second phase particles 

can be clearly seen within the microstructure. Scanning electron microscopic 

examination using secondary electron imaging technique is further carried out to 

provide more detailed information about the second phase particles that are not 

obtainable in the optical micrographs. The precipitated phases in present in AA2099 

aluminum alloy as discussed previously in section 4.1.3 are suggested to be ʹ (Al3Li), 

Sʹ (Al2CuMg), ʹ (Al3Zr), AlLi), T1 (Al2CuLi) and T2 (Al6CuLi3). The coherent 

phases are ʹ (Al3Li), AlLi) and ʹ (Al3Zr) while Sʹ (Al2CuMg), T1 (Al2CuLi) and 

T2 (Al6CuLi3) are either semi-coherent or incoherent phases. For the coherent particles, 

the alloy becomes strengthened when dislocations cut through the particles usually at 

high stresses. For incoherent particles, dislocations loop around the particles and the 

effective distance between adjacent particle decreases with each dislocation passage, 

thereby resulting in increased strength. 

Optical microscopic examination of AA2099-T4 reveals the elongated grain structure as 

well as spherically shaped second phase particles (Fig 4.17a). The particles appear to be 

more sparsely distributed in the microstructure compared to other temper condition and 

they appear in various sizes. Using secondary electron images technique, these 

spherically shaped second phase particles and few irregularly shaped particles can also 

be seen can be seen clearly (Fig 4.17b). The sparse distribution of second phase particles 

means fewer second phase particles are precipitated during natural aging. This explains 

the low deformation resistance under quasi-static loading conditions. The presence of 

these particles means that they were either present after the solution heat treatment or 

they may have precipitated out of the super saturated solid solution over time during 

natural aging. 
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Figure 4.17. (a) Optical and (b) SEM micrographs of the aluminum AA2099-T4 alloy 

showing elongated grain structure and second phase particles. 

Optical micrograph of the AA2099-T61 (Fig 4.18a) alloy suggests that it contains more 

irregularly shaped second phase particles compared to AA2099-T4. These irregularly 

shaped second phase particles occur in different sizes, shape and distribution. Using 

scanning electron microscopic imaging technique, some of these second phase particles 

are however observed to be spherically shaped. The colour contrast helps reveals the 

differences in these particles (Fig 4.18b). A few tiny white particles that were not visible 

in the optical micrograph can also be observed. These tiny particles in T61 temper 

condition accounts for the increase in strength under quasi-static loading compared to 

T4. These particles appear in AA2099-T61 because artificial aging favours the 

precipitation of more second phase particles. Optical and scanning electron micrographs 

of AA2099-T62 (Fig 4.19) however show the particles to be coarser and more uniformly 
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dispersed than those observed in AA2099-T61. This growth of second phase particles 

occurred during the second step aging. The secondary electron image further reveals 

more precipitation of the tiny white particles which is also uniformly dispersed within 

the microstructure. This is in agreement with the submission of Romios et al. [10] that 

clustering of solute atom occurs during the first step aging while evenly distributed 

various sized precipitates form in the second step. Due to the absence of cold work, 

dislocations are thereby not generated in T4, T61 and T62 temper conditions. This 

means T1 strengthening phase will be absent in these specimens but they will contain 

few S strengthening phases. 

 

Figure 4.18. (a) Optical and (b) SEM micrographs of AA2099-T61 alloy showing 

elongated grain structure and second phase particles. 
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Figure 4.19. (a) Optical and (b) SEM micrographs of AA2099-T62 alloy showing 

elongated grain structure and second phase particles. 

Optical micrographs of AA2099-T81 (Fig 4.20a) show an elongated grain structure 

containing very fine second phase particles. These second phase particles are more than 

those observed in T4, T61 and T62 temper conditions. They appear to be irregular in 

shapes and sizes. They are also uniformly dispersed within the microstructure. These 

particles appear to be orderly arranged and well dispersed as observed in the SEM image 

shown in Figure 4.20b. The SEM micrographs also reveal the presence of spherically 

shaped second phase particles in the alloy. This uniform dispersion caused by the 

addition of dispersoids causes slip to be homogenized thereby controlling 

recrystallization and grain sizes. During slip homogenization, dislocations are uniformly 

distributed within the microstructure. This make the time for dislocation pile-up around 

the second phase particles longer. The strength increase associated with each second 
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phase particle; be it coherent or incoherent has been discussed in section 4.1.3. This 

further explains the increase in strength observed in AA2099-T81 under quasi-static 

loading compared to the non-cold worked specimens (T4, T61 and T62). 

 

Figure 4.20. (a) Optical and (b) SEM micrographs of AA2099-T81 alloy showing 

elongated grain structure and second phase particles. 

The irregular shaped second phase particles observed in AA2099-T81 become very 

coarse in AA2099-T82 (Fig 4.21a) even though it is still within the peak-aged region. 

The second phase particles, when viewed using the scanning electron microscope (Fig 

4.21b), appear to be much coarser and closely packed. The tiny white second phase 

particles observed in AA2099-T81 are also clearly visible. Due to the big sizes and close 

packed nature of these particles, the effective distances between the particles are 

reduced thereby making dislocation motion difficult. This leads to increase in strength in 

AA2099-T82 and increased resistance to deformation under quasi-static loading. These 

tiny white particles were also observed in AA2099-T61 and AA2099-T62 as discussed 

earlier. However, they are conspicuously absent in AA2099-T4 and AA2099-T81. The 
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absence of this white particle can be responsible for the similar levels of hardness and 

compressive strains observed in AA2099-T4 and AA2099-T81 during quasi-static 

compression loading. 

Similarly in AA2099-T8 (Fig 4.22a), the elongated grains appear to contain coarse 

second phase particles. It will be recalled that AA2099-T8 is the as-received alloy in T8 

temper condition which was also subjected to two-step aging by the manufacturer. The 

fraction of these coarse second phase particles observed in AA2099-T8 are smaller than 

those found in AA2099-T82. This explains why AA2099-T8 possesses less deformation 

resistance than A2099-T82 under quasi-static loading. Secondary electron image of the 

alloy also reveals the presence of the white tiny particles alongside the coarse grains 

(Fig 4.22b). However, the low deformation resistance of AA2099-T81 compared to 

AA2099-T82 is attributed to the second stage precipitation hardening. This is also in 

agreement with the hypothesis proposed by Romios et al. [10]. As mentioned earlier, the 

higher deformation resistance in these cold worked specimens (T81, T82 and T8) under 

quasi-static loading over non-cold worked specimens (T4, T61 and T62) is largely due 

to the presence of T1 and S phases which nucleates on dislocations. So, they occur in 

T81, T82 and T8 temper conditions of AA2099 aluminum alloy. 
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Figure 4.21. (a) Optical and (b) SEM micrographs of AA2099-T82 alloy showing 

elongated grain structure and second phase particles. 

 

Figure 4.22. (a) Optical and (b) SEM micrographs of AA2099-T8 alloy showing 

elongated grain structure and second phase particles. 
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4.3.1.2 AA6061 aluminum alloys 

Optical microscopic examinations of the AA6061 aluminum alloy in T4, T6 and T8 

temper conditions reveal equi-axed grain structure. The optical micrographs of the alloy 

in these temper conditions are similar. Second phase particles are observed to be 

uniformly distributed within the microstructure (Fig 4.23). These second phase particles 

as discussed in section 4.1.3 are Q,  (Al2Cu) and  (Mg2Si). SEM investigations of 

AA6061-T4 (Fig 4.24) using secondary electron imaging technique reveals irregularly 

shaped second phase particles. However in AA6061-T6 (Fig 4.25) and AA6061-T8 (Fig 

4.26), the second phase particles appear rectangular in shape. The HF-containing etching 

solution preferentially attacks the precipitates and they appear as grooves under the 

scanning electron microscope (Fig 4.27). 

 

Figure 4.23. Typical optical micrographs of AA6061 alloy showing the equi-axed grain 

structure. 
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Figure 4.24. SEM micrograph of AA6061-T4 alloy showing irregularly shaped second 

phase particles. 

 

Figure 4.25. SEM micrograph of AA6061-T6 alloy showing rectangular shaped second 

phase particles. 
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Figure 4.26. SEM micrograph of AA6061-T8 alloy showing rectangular shaped second 

phase particles. 

 

Figure 4.27. SEM micrograph of AA6061-T8 alloy showing rectangular shaped second 

phase particles at high magnification. 
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4.3.2 Microstructure of heat treated samples after impact 

4.3.2.1 AA2099 aluminum alloy (Optical Microscopy) 

The experimental data sheet showing the occurrence of strain localisation in various 

impacted specimens of the two investigated aluminum alloys as influenced by the strain 

rates or impacted momentum is provided in Table 4.3. Optical microscopic examination 

of AA2099-T4 impacted at 28 kg m s
-1

 reveals a microstructure free of shear band. The 

micrograph is the same as that of un-impacted AA2099-T4 shown in figure 4.17. As 

impact momentum reached 33 kg m s
-1

, a heavily deformed band appeared (Fig 4.28a). 

But when impacted at 39 kg m s
-1

, a faint transformed band appeared along with crack 

in the microstructure (Fig 4.28b).   

 

Figure 4.28. Optical micrographs of AA2099-T4 alloy showing (a) heavily deformed 

band when impacted at 33 kg m s
-1

, and (b) faint transformed band and crack when 

impacted at 39 kg m s
-1

. 

For the impacted AA2099-T61 alloy, a slightly deformed band was observed at 

28 kg m s
-1

 (Fig 4.29). When impacted at 31 kg m s
-1

, a faint transformed band was 

observed (Fig 4.30a) as well as crack (4.30b) traversing the alloy. When impacted at 

39 kg m s
-1

 momentum, the faint transformed bands were still observed along with 

multiple cracks traversing the alloy. In AA2099-T62, a deformed band was also 

observed at 28 kg m s
-1

 momentum (Fig 4.31). When impacted at 33 kg m s
-1

, 

transformed band (Fig 4.32a) appeared alongside deformed band (Fig 4.32b). A high 
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viscous plastic flow of metal showing extreme strain localization (4.33a) was observed 

in addition to cracks propagating along shear band (4.33b). The plastic flow of metal 

observed is an indication of the high intensity of heating in this region of the impacted 

specimen. Severe localization was observed with crack along shear band at 39 kg m s
-1

 

momentum (Fig 4.34).  

 

Figure 4.29. Optical micrograph of AA2099-T61 alloy impacted at 28 kg m s
-1

 showing 

slightly deformed band. 

 

Figure 4.30. Optical micrographs of AA2099-T61 alloy impacted at 31 kg m s
-1

 showing 

(a) faint transformed band and (b) crack traversing the alloy. 
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Figure 4.31. Optical micrograph of AA2099-T62 impacted at 28 kg m s
-1

 showing 

deformed band. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.32. Optical micrographs of AA2099-T62 alloy impacted at 33 kg m s
-1

 showing 

(a) transformed band and (b) deformed band. 
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Figure 4.33. Optical micrographs of AA2099-T62 alloy impacted at 33 kg m s
-1 

showing 

(a) crack propagating through transformed band, and (b) high viscous plastic flow of 

metal. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.34. Optical micrograph of AA2099-T62 alloy impacted at 39 kg m s
-1

 showing 

severe strain localization along transformed band. 
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In AA2099-T81 alloy, slightly deformed band (Fig 4.35) was observed when impacted 

at 28 kg m s
-1

. At 31 kg.m/s momentum, very faint transformed band was observed and 

cracks were observed propagating across the alloy (Fig 4.36a). Heavily distorted grain 

and crack propagating along transformed band (Fig 4.36b) were observed at 39 kg m s
-1

 

momentum. In AA2099-T82, transformed band was observed at the edge of the sample 

when impacted at 28 kg m s
-1

 (Fig 4.37). At 33 kg m s
-1

, crack was observed 

propagating along shear band as well as a fully formed crack traversing the specimen 

(Fig 4.38a). At 39 kg m s
-1

, multiple shear bands as well as multiple cracking occurred 

along a shear band (4.38b). In the as received condition (AA2099-T8), transformed band 

was also observed when impacted at 28 kg m s
-1

 and fully formed cracks were observed 

traversing the alloy (Fig 4.39a). At 31 kg m s
-1

, bifurcation of shear band occurred and 

high viscous plastic flow was observed within shear band at 33 kg m s
-1

 (Fig 4.39b). 

Figure 4.40 shows a general overview of shear band in AA2099-T8 impacted at 

39 kg m s
-1

 showing bifurcation of shear band. 

 

 

Figure 4.35. Optical micrograph of AA2099-T81 alloy impacted at 28 kg m s
-1

 showing 

slightly deformed band. 
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Figure 4.36. Optical micrographs of AA2099-T81 alloy showing (a) very faint 

transformed band and cracks propagating through transformed band when impacted at 

31 kg m s
-1

, and (b) heavily distorted grain and crack propagating along transformed 

band at 39 kg m s
-1

. 

 

Figure 4.37. Optical micrograph of AA2099-T82 alloy impacted at 28 kg m s
-1 

showing 

transformed band. 
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Figure 4.38. Optical micrographs of AA2099-T82 alloy showing (a) crack propagating 

along transformed band and fully formed crack traversing the specimen when impacted 

at 33 kg m s
-1

, and (b) multiple transform bands and multiple crack propagation along 

transform band when impacted at 39 kg m s
-1

. 
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Figure 4.39. Optical micrographs of AA2099-T8 alloy showing (a) transformed band 

and fully formed cracks traversing the alloy when impacted at 28 kg m s
-1

, and (b) 

bifurcation of shear band appears at 31 kg m s
-1

 and high viscous plastic flow of metal 

within shear band at 33 kg m s
-1

. 
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Figure 4.40. Optical micrographs showing an overview of the transformed band formed 

in AA2099-T8 alloy specimens impacted at 39 kg m s
-1

. 
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Optical microscopic investigations of AA2099 impacted at 28 kg m s
-1

 showed no shear 

band in T4 temper condition while deformed band was observed in T61, T62 and T81 

temper conditions. Transformed band was observed in T82 and T8 temper conditions. 

As previously discussed in chapter two, there is a critical strain rate for the formation of 

either deformed band or transformed band. This implies that T4 temper has the lowest 

tendency to form adiabatic shear bands compared to T61, T62, T81 and T82 tempers. 

This is in line with the low tendency for formation of adiabatic shear band observed in 

T61 (slightly deformed band) compared to T62 (well deformed band) as well as T81 

(slightly deformed band) compared to T82 or T8 (transformed band). The critical strain 

rate for formation of deformed band is always lower than that required to form 

transformed band. The occurrence of faint transformed band at impact momentum of 31 

kg m s
-1

 in T61 and T81 compared to the heavily formed transformed band in T82 and 

T8 is also an indication of the lower tendency for formation of adiabatic shear band in 

the T82 and T8 alloy. The results of microstructural investigation are in good agreement 

with the analysis of dynamic stress-strain curves for this alloy both in compression and 

in torsion.  

The high viscous plastic flow observed in T62 and T8 at 33 kg m s
-1

 occurred as a result 

of the intense localized adiabatic heating, which caused dissolution of second phase 

particles inside the transformed bands. This was also observed inside the transformed 

band of AA2099-T82 and AA2099-T8. This explains why there was an early drop in 

maximum flow stress values experienced in the dynamic stress-strain curves of 

AA2099-T82 (Fig 4.9) and AA2099-T8 (Fig 4.10). For this reason, AA2099-T82 and 

AA2099-T8 have very high engineering strain and strain rates values as shown in Table 

4.2. Splitting of transformed band along direction of propagation is observed in T8 

temper condition (Fig 4.40). This unique special pattern of adiabatic shear band called 

bifurcation, occurs when barriers such as second phase particle and impurity inhibits the 

shear band propagation along its original path thereby forcing the shear band to change 

direction [121]. Apart from bifurcation, shear bands are also known to exhibits other 

special pattern such as crossing, collection, annihilation and N-shape [121,122].  
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4.3.2.2 AA2099 aluminum alloy (Scanning Electron Microscopy) 

Scanning electron microscopic investigations were carried out on AA2099 aluminum 

alloy specimens impacted at 39 kg m s
-1

 using secondary electron and backscattered 

electron imaging techniques. The microstructures of the region inside and outside shear 

band were investigated in more detail than possible using optical microscopy. In 

AA2099-T4, secondary electron image of the region inside the shear band reveal the 

shearing of second phase particles along the crack propagation path which appear at the 

boundary region between shear band and the bulk material (Fig 4.41a). 

 

Figure 4.41. SEM micrographs of impacted AA2099-T4 alloy showing (a) shearing of 

second phase particles along the crack propagation path within the shear band region, 

and (b) sparse distribution of second phase particles in regions outside the shear band. 
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Figure 4.42. SEM micrographs of impacted AA2099-T61 alloy showing (a) shearing of 

second phase particles along the crack propagation path within the shear band region, 

and (b) single crack cutting across second phase particles in the regions outside shear 

band. 

In AA2099-T61, secondary electron image also reveal particle shearing along crack 

propagation path within the shear band (Fig 4.42a). These particles shear due to the 

misfit strains formed around them. As the coherent particles grow, misfits strain fields 

are generated between these particles and the host lattice. These misfit strains slow 

down dislocation motion. For dislocation to pass through these coherent particles, the 

applied stress must be relatively high.  Due to this high stress, shearing of the particles 

occurs [120]. In the region outside the shear band, single cracks were observed across 

second phase particles (Fig 4.42b). In AA2099-T62 however, the second phase particles 

inside the transformed band become elongated instead of being sheared along the crack 

propagation path. Adjacent to this, particles coalesce into a continuous phase instead of 
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being sheared or elongated. The high temperature generated created a viscous plastic 

flow within the shear band which then caused the particles to coalesce (Fig 4.43a). In a 

way similar to AA2099-T61, multiple cracks appear across the second phase particles in 

the region outside shear band of AA2099-T62 (Fig 4.43b).  

 

Fig 4.43. SEM micrographs of impacted AA2099-T62 alloy showing (a) elongation of 

particles along the crack propagation path as well as the coalescence of particles into a 

continuous phase within the shear band region, and (b) multiple cracks cutting across 

second phase particles in the regions outside the shear band. 

In AA2099-T81, secondary electron images show crack propagating along the boundary 

region between the bulk matrix and the shear band (Fig 4.44a). The particles in the bulk 

material at this boundary region very close to the crack are elongated along the crack 

direction. In the region outside the shear band, cracks are observed across second phase 

particles (Fig 4.44b). Secondary electron image of region inside shear band of AA2099-
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T82 reveals the dissolution of some secondary phase particle inside the shear band 

(Fig 4.45a). The bigger coarse particles observed before impact dissolved thereby 

leaving behind the spherically shaped, tiny white and other irregularly shaped particles. 

Some irregularly shaped particles appear to be squeezed and located within the centre of 

the shear band. In the region outside the shear band, the particles look the same as that 

of the un-impacted AA2099-T82 (Fig 4.45b). 

 

Figure 4.44. SEM micrographs of impacted AA2099-T81 alloy showing (a) crack 

propagating along the peripheral edge of the shear band as well as particles elongating in 

direction of the crack, and (b) crack cutting across second phase particles.  
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Figure 4.45. SEM micrographs of impacted AA2099-T82 alloy showing (a) dissolution 

of second phase particles inside shear band as well as the particles squeezed to the 

centre of the shear band, and (b) coarse particles similar to that present in the un-

impacted specimen.  

For impacted AA2099-T8 alloy (as received), backscattered electron image of regions 

within shear band revealed the presence of few second phase particles within the shear 

band. This means more dissolution of second phase particles took place inside the shear 

band of AA2099-T8 (Fig 4.46a) compared to AA2099-T82. Few particles were also 

observed lined up along the centre of the shear band. These particles also appear to be 

squeezed along the centre of the shear band. Dissolution of the second phase particles 

occurred due to intense localized adiabatic heating. Due to the rapid cooling of the shear 

band, there was insufficient time for new particles to precipitate out of the 

supersaturated solid solution after deformation [117]. Secondary electron image of the 

region outside the shear band also revealed the same grain structure as that of the un-
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impacted AA2099-T8 (Fig 4.46b). However, the grains appeared much smaller than 

those of AA2099-T82. 

 

 

Figure 4.46. SEM micrographs of impacted AA2099-T8 alloy showing (a) dissolution of 

second phase particles inside shear band as well as the particles squeezed to the centre 

of the shear band, and (b) coarse particles similar to that present in the un-impacted 

specimen. 
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4.3.2.3 AA6061 aluminum alloy (Optical Microscopy) 

The results of optical microscopic examinations of the impacted specimens of AA6061 

aluminum alloy are shown in Figures 4.47-4.49. Partially formed transformed band was 

observed in AA6061-T4 alloy when impacted at 33 kg m s
-1

 (Fig 4.47a). This became 

fully developed at 39 kg m s
-1

 momentum (Fig 4.47b). Transformed bands in this alloy 

appear darker than the bulk material. These shear bands bifurcated (Fig 4.47c) at 

44 kg m s
-1

 momentum and cracks propagated along transformed bands (Fig 4.47d). 

Deformed band was formed in AA6061-T6 at the sample’s edge at 33 kg m s
-1

 

momentum (Fig 4.48a). At impact momentum of 39 kg m s
-1

, transformed band formed 

at the centre of the alloy (Fig 4.48b) with the deformed band at sample’s edge 

unchanged. At 44 kg m s
-1

, shear band bifurcated (Fig 4.48c) and crack propagated 

along the shear band (Fig 4.48d).  

 

Figure 4.47. Optical micrographs of impacted AA6061-T4 alloy showing (a) partially 

formed transformed band at 33 kg m s
-1

, (b) fully formed transformed band at 

39 kg m s
-1

, (c) shear band bifurcation at 44 kg m s
-1

, and (d) crack propagating through 

transformed band at 44 kg m s
-1

. 
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Figure 4.48. Optical micrographs of impacted AA6061-T6 alloy showing (a) deformed 

band at 33 kg m s
-1

, (b) transformed band at 39 kg m s
-1

, (c) shear band bifurcation at 

44 kg m s
-1

, and (d) crack propagating through transformed band at 44 kg m s
-1

. 

In AA6061-T8, a slightly deformed band (Fig 4.49a) was observed close to the sample’s 

edge when impacted at 33 kg m s
-1

 momentum. At 39 kg m s
-1

, the deformed band 

changed to transformed band (Fig 4.49b). At 44 kg m s
-1

, transformed shear band at 

specimen centre bifurcated (Fig 4.49c) and crack propagated along the transformed band 

(Fig 4.49d). The results of the optical microscopic examination of the impacted AA6061 

aluminum alloy specimens showed the formation of partially transformed band in T4, 

deformed band in T6 and slightly deformed band in T8 when impacted at 33 kg m s
-1

, 

which is in agreement with the results obtained in the dynamic mechanical tests. This 

implies that the AA6061 alloy in T4 temper has the lowest deformation resistance while 
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T8 temper has the highest deformation resistance under dynamic impact loading at high 

strain rates. 

 

Figure 4.49. Optical micrographs of impacted AA6061-T8 alloy showing (a) slightly 

deformed band at 33 kg m s
-1

, (b) transformed band at 39 kg m s
-1

, (c) shear band 

bifurcation at 44 kg m s
-1

, and (d) crack propagating through transformed band at 44 kg 

m s
-1

. 

4.3.2.4 AA6061 aluminum alloy (Scanning Electron Microscopy) 

The results of the scanning electron microscopic investigations of the impacted AA6061 

aluminum alloy specimens impacted at 44 kg m s
-1

 using secondary electron imaging 

technique are presented in Figures 4.50 to 4.52. The microstructures of the region inside 

and outside shear band were investigated. Secondary electron images show that the 

shear bands consist of fine submicron size grains of average size of 0.574 µm in T8 (Fig 
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4.50), 0.633 m in T6 (Fig 4.51) and 0.654 m in T4 (Fig 4.52) tempers. The 

microstructural morphology inside the shear bands is similar for the three temper 

conditions as presented in the secondary electron images for the alloys impacted at 

44 kg m s
-1

. It is evident from Figure 4.50 that secondary phase particles were squeezed 

into the centre of the shear band leaving behind a zone relatively free of particles or with 

low density of particles at the periphery of the shear band. Secondary electron images of 

transformed bands in impacted AA6061-T6 (Fig 4.51) and AA6061-T4 (Fig 4.52) did 

not reveal such a particle free zone on both sides of the transformed band observed in 

the T8 temper condition. The squeezing of particles in AA6061-T8 caused the 

secondary phase particles to become more closely packed. High intensity of localized 

deformation in AA6061-T4 caused formation of tree-shaped transformed bands in this 

material (Fig 4.52a). Microvoids leading to crack formation and propagation were 

observed in AA6061-T4 (Fig 4.52c). Due to the high temperature generated during 

adiabatic heating, the interface between particles became weak and particle debonding 

occurs thereby creating voids. The secondary electron images of regions outside shear 

band in the AA6061 aluminum show rectangular shape of the secondary phase particle 

in the T8 alloy (Fig 4.50c). Although, such rectangular shaped particles can be observed 

in the T6 alloy (Fig 4.51c), the precipitates have irregular shape in the T4 alloy 

(Fig 4.52d). The microstructure of regions outside shear band in T4, T6 and T8 look the 

same as those of the un-impacted specimens. 

In order to understand the mechanism of formation of the submicron size grains 

observed inside the transformed bands of AA6061 in T4, T6 and T8 temper conditions, 

optical micrograph of the region ahead of transformed band was closely studied. Optical 

micrographs of AA6061-T4 (Fig 4.47c), AA6061-T6 (Fig 4.48c) and AA6061-T8 

(Fig 4.49c) show elongation of grains ahead of the transformed band suggesting 

elongation and fragmentation of the second phase particles inside the transformed band 

[34]. Formation of these submicron grains can also be attributed to dynamic recovery 

[74,75] and dynamic recrystallization mechanisms [12,26,30,89-91]. However, the 

manner at which the transformed bands are preceded by elongated second phase 

particles aligning in the shear flow direction suggests fragmentation of the second phase 
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particles as the mechanism of formation of the fine subgrains inside the shear bands. 

Shear stress from the rigid walls of the shear bands is suggested to cause the elongation 

and fragmentation of second phase particles inside the shear bands. 

 

Figure 4.50. SEM micrographs showing the microstructure inside and outside 

transformed ASBs in AA 6061-T8 aluminum alloy impacted at 44 kg.m/s (a) overview, 

(b) inside ASB and (c) outside ASB. 
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Figure 4.51. SEM micrographs showing the microstructure inside and outside 

transformed ASBs in AA 6061-T6 aluminum alloy impacted at 44 kg.m/s (a) overview, 

(b) inside ASB and (c) outside ASB. 
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Figure 4.52. SEM micrographs showing the microstructure inside and outside 

transformed ASBs in AA 6061-T4 aluminum alloy impacted at 44 kg.m/s (a) overview, 

(b) inside ASB, (c) microvoids leading to crack formation inside ASB and (d) outside 

ASB. 

4.3.2.5 AA6061 aluminum alloy (X-PEEM with NEXAFS Spectroscopy) 

In order to further understand the phase changes associated with the intense adiabatic 

heating and formation of transformed bands in the AA6061 aluminum alloy, X-ray 

photoemission electron microscopy (X-PEEM) and near edge X-ray absorption fine 

structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy was carried out on AA6061-T6 alloy sample that 

showed transformed bands. X-PEEM investigations were carried out at soft X-ray 

spectromicroscopy (SM) beamline of the Canadian Light Source in Saskatoon, 

Saskatchewan, Canada. The results of this study are presented in Figures 4.53-4.55. 

Figure 4.53a shows PEEM image of the shear band using 5.0 eV UV source. The image 

contrast is due to variation in the work function of the elements inside and outside the 

shear band. Brighter area indicates that more electrons are emitted and hence less work 
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function. Clear distinction between regions inside and outside the shear band were 

observed. Shear band region appear brighter indicating low work function compared to 

the outside shear band region (Fig 4.53). Figure 4.53b shows, Si 1s-2p mapping of the 

same area using tunable X-rays from synchrotron. The image contrast appeared 

reversed. The silicon mapping (white for silicon) of X-PEEM images produced from the 

synchrotron radiation indicates the presence of more silicon adjacent to the shear band 

region than inside the shear band. 

Figures 4.54 and 4.55 show Al and Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra from the same area. No 

difference is observed in the Al K-edge spectra for both inside and outside shear band 

region as both spectra have the same intensity, however with a little shift (Fig 4.54). 

Peaking of aluminum at 1564 eV with energy change (E) of +4 eV is found to be in 

agreement with previously achieved results on Al K-edge spectra in natural aluminum 

minerals [123-127]. The observed shift in peak is suggested to be due to problem with 

equipment alignment. The Si K-edge spectra show a higher intensity of silicon in the 

region outside the shear band than the region inside the shear band (Fig 4.55). The 

silicon peak observed in the silicon K-edge spectra at 1845 eV in the region outside the 

shear band agrees with previous results achieved in Si K–edge spectra [128-129]. It is 

believed that the combined effect of intense heating and strain coupled with the flow of 

the viscous materials inside the shear band caused some silicon-rich phase (Mg2Si) to be 

squeezed out of the shear band.  Due to equipment breakdown at the Canadian Light 

Source, the investigation of the shear band in AA2099 could not be carried out. 
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Figure 4.53. X-PEEM images of impacted AA6061-T6 alloy using (a) 5 eV mercury 
lamp and (b) silicon mapping using synchrotron radiation at 1845 eV. 

 

Figure 4.54. Al K-edge spectra (a) inside shear band and (b) outside shear band. 
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Figure 4.55. Si K-edge spectra (a) inside shear band and (b) outside shear band. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter itemizes the conclusions deduced from hardness test, quasi-static 

compression test, dynamic impact test, dynamic torsion test, optical microscopic 

examinations and scanning electron microscopic examinations of the investigated 

AA2099 and AA6061 aluminum alloys in T4, T6 and T8 temper conditions before and 

after impact loading.  

5.1 Quasi-static tests (Hardness and compression tests) 

1. Two-step aging treatment increases deformation resistance in AA2099 compared 

to the one-step aging treatment.  

2. Strain hardening (cold work) prior to two-step aging treatment further increases 

the deformation resistance in AA2099 aluminum alloy. 

3. Strain hardening prior to artificial aging had minimal effect on the hardness of 

AA6061 alloy but increased its deformation resistance under quasi-static 

loading. 

4. AA2099 aluminum alloy possesses a higher deformation resistance compared to 

AA6061. This strength increase is attributed to the presence of more coherent or 

incoherent second phase particles in this alloy. 

5.2 Dynamic mechanical tests (Direct impact and dynamic torsion tests) 

1. Although AA2099 shows superior mechanical properties to AA6061 for all the 

temper conditions investigated under quasi-static loading, the reverse is observed 

to be the case under high strain rate loading. The AA6061 alloy showed more 

deformation resistance compared to AA2099 under dynamic mechanical loading 

at high strain rates. 
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2. The lower deformation resistance of AA2099 alloy at high strain rate is due to 

higher susceptibility to localized adiabatic heating and occurrence of adiabatic 

shear bands. 

3. Strain hardening prior to aging treatment reduces the deformation resistance of 

AA2099 alloy under dynamic impact loading. The deformation resistance is also 

reduced in two-step aged AA2099 alloy compared to the one-step aged alloy. 

4. The presence of several coherent or incoherent precipitated second phase 

particles increases the tendency of AA2099 to shear strain localization.  

5. The naturally aged AA2099 alloy showed the highest deformation resistance 

under dynamic impact loading. It however showed the lowest deformation 

resistance under quasi-static loading. 

6. Strain hardening (cold work) prior to age hardening in AA6061 increases the 

deformation resistance of the alloy under dynamic impact loading. 

5.3 Optical and scanning electron microscopic investigations 

1. Paths of extreme shear strain localization are observed in both AA2099 and 

AA6061 aluminum alloys under dynamic impact loading. Depending on the 

strain rate and temper condition of the alloys, deformed and/or transformed 

bands are formed. 

2. The dissolution of second phase particles occurs within the transformed band of 

AA2099 alloy, which impairs its response under dynamic impact loading. It 

explains the ease at which peak flow stress drops during impact loading. 

3. The formation of very faint transformed bands in non-cold worked AA2099 

alloy compared to the wide transformed band observed in cold worked samples 

(T81, T82 and T8) accounts for the high deformation resistance observed in 

non-cold worked (T4, T61 and T62) AA2099 alloy samples under dynamic 

shock loading. 

4. The shearing (T4 and T61), elongation and coalescence (T62) of various sized 

second phase particles instead of their dissolution results in higher deformation 

resistance for non-cold worked AA2099 alloy specimens (T4, T61 and T62). 
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5. No second phase particle dissolution was observed in AA6061. Instead, the 

second phase particles were fragmented within the transformed bands of 

AA6061. The transformed bands consist of equi-axed grains of size ranging 

between 0.574 – 0.654 m depending on the temper condition. 

5.4 X-PEEM with NEXAFS on transformed band in AA6061-T6 alloy 

1. XPEEM elemental mapping shows the presence of equal intensities of Al in the 

regions inside and outside the transformed band. 

2. XPEEM elemental mapping shows more silicon adjacent to the transformed 

band than inside the transformed band. 

In summary, AA2099 aluminum alloy shows excellent mechanical behaviour under 

quasi-static loading conditions but its high susceptibility to intense adiabatic heating and 

occurrence of adiabatic shear bands impair its mechanical behaviour at high strain rates. 

Under dynamic shock loading, the AA2099 aluminum alloy shows superior deformation 

resistance in T4 temper condition compared to T6 and T8 tempers. 

5.5 Recommendations for future works 

1. Detailed study of the second phase particles observed in AA2099 using TEM 

should be carried out to ascertain their chemical composition and their roles in 

the behaviour of the alloy under dynamic loading conditions. 

2. A systematic study of the effect of aging time on the mechanical behaviour of 

AA2099 and AA6061 alloys under dynamic loading conditions is suggested for 

future work. 

3. There is need to perform a microhardness test across each shear band observed 

in both AA2099 and AA6061 alloys in order to obtain useful information on the 

mechanical properties of transformed bands that formed in these alloys.  

4. It is recommended that X-PEEM and NEXAFS be used to determine 

compositional changes in the transformed band formed in AA2099 as influenced 

by the temper condition. This will shed more light on microstructural evolution 

in the transformed bands of AA2099 alloy. 
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